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TARGETING TV ADVERTISING SLOTS
BASED ON CONSUMER ONLINE BEHAVIOR

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) to U.S.

provisional application serial nos. 62/196,637, filed July 24, 2015, and 62/31 7,440, filed April

1, 2016, both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application is related to U.S. patent application serial nos. 15/ , filed

July 25, 201 6 , entitled "CROSS-SCREEN OPTIMIZATION OF ADVERTISING

PLACEMENT" and having attorney docket no. 2792-00-004U01 , 15/ , filed July 25,

201 6 , entitled "CROSS-SCREEN MEASUREMENT ACCURACY IN ADVERTISING

PERFORMANCE" and having attorney docket no. 2792-00-005U01 , 15/ , filed July

25, 201 6 , entitled "SEQUENTIAL DELIVERY OF ADVERTISING CONTENT ACROSS

MEDIA DEVICES" and having attorney docket no. 2792-00-006U01 , and to provisional

application serial nos. 62/196,61 8 , filed July 24, 201 5 , 62/1 96,898, filed July 24, 2015,

62/1 96,592, filed July 24, 201 5 , 62/1 96,560, filed July 24, 2015, 62/264,764, filed December

8 , 2015, 62/278,888, filed January 14, 201 6 , and 62/290,387, filed February 2 , 2016, all of

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] The technology described herein generally relates to effective matching of

advertising content to receptive viewers of TV programs on TV and other devices based on

data about the viewers' online viewing habits, and more particularly relates to methods of

bidding for advertising inventory on programmatic TV devices.

BACKGROUND

[0004] Video advertisements are among the most advanced, complicated, and

expensive, forms of advertising content. Beyond the costs to produce video content itself,

the expense of delivering video content over the broadcast and cable networks remains



considerable, in part because television (TV) slots are premium advertising space in today's

economy. Furthermore, TV is no longer a monolithic segment of the media market, and

viewing data for TV content is tracked in a number of different ways. Consumers can now

spread their viewing of video content, particularly premium content, across traditional TV,

DVR, and a menagerie of over-the-top and on-demand video services viewed across smart

TVs, gaming consoles, and mobile devices, as well as traditional TVs.

[0005] In short, TV viewing is transforming to digitally distributed viewing, as audiences

watch proportionately less live broadcasting and more in a video on demand (VOD) or

streaming video format.

[0006] Adding online consumption to the list of options available to any given consumer,

only lends greater complexity to the process of coordinating delivery of video adverts to a

relevant segment of the public. This complexity means that the task of optimizing delivery of

advertising content today far exceeds what has traditionally been necessary, and what has

previously been within the capability of experienced persons. The data needed to fully

understand a given consumer is fragmented as each individual and household views more

and more media in a disparate fashion by accessing a network of devices. In short, today's

complexities require specifically tailored technological solutions, and take the decision

making out of the hands of skilled people by utilizing computer methods that are able to

handle a large number of factors, and at a speed, that humans could not possibly cope with.

For example, human analysts have guided, and in some situations continue to guide, the

selection of advertising inventory based on, for example, spreadsheets and other static data

management tools designed for the desktop. But this results in low selection efficiency and

delays in responding to market trends. Such methods are also incapable of quickly and

accurately integrating information about how consumers behave across all of their devices.

[0007] Consequently, there are many important considerations that influence an

advertiser's selection of advertising inventories and the type of content to deliver. The

considerations include factors such as: time of day the advertisement will play, desired

number of impressions, type of audience the advertiser wishes to reach, and the price of the

advertising time slot.



[0008] Nevertheless, advertisers are heavily dependent on information they receive from

media conduits and panel based data providers for assistance in deciding where and when

content should be delivered, as well as assessing effectiveness of that delivery when

making decisions on subsequent strategies. The decisions of how to deliver content, and

what form that content takes, are particularly influenced by information about the viewing

data made available by the content providers. For example, content providers can inform

advertisers which demographic groups are likely viewers of a given program, according to

time of day and program content. However, today's rich media environment demands

attention to more factors when deciding when to deliver advertising content and to which

devices.

[0009] Furthermore, in the context of today's advertising, it is both important but difficult

to be nimble and flexible in content delivery: an advertiser wants to be able to react quickly

to changes in market conditions or to specific occurrences such as a news development or

a big sporting event; an advertiser also wants to act on an appreciation that an initial

strategy is not optimal, as well as to capitalize on the consumer's access to many different

viewing platforms.

[0010] Additionally, media conduits are effectively siloed and produce an environment in

which it is not possible to coordinate an advertising campaign across both television media

and digital video platforms at the same time. Often, advertisers deploy different teams and

tools for each conduit. For example, Internet companies Google and Facebook are

considered as media conduits because they have their own platforms for broadcasting

content to a dedicated population of consumers. Each such company limits exchange of

data to within their own properties. Similarly, an advertiser cannot easily coordinate delivery

of content between, a social media network such as Facebook, and a TV content provider

such as DirecTV. Consequently, many advertising agencies divide their campaign budgets

between TV and online delivery.

[001 1] However, combining data across content owners, devices, and media formats

today is costly, impracticable, and in some cases unlawful due to government privacy

regulations. Given these restrictions, advertising inventory purchasing today relies largely

on limited data models that imperfectly pair advertising to market segment targets.



[0012] Therefore, it has not been possible with today's tools to track exactly which

person has watched a particular advertisement because it is not possible to aggregate

information from all the available media conduits on which that individual might have viewed

content.

[0013] Most TV advertising buying decisions are based off of panel data for targeted

audiences (such as that provided by Nielsen), which by definition involves polling a fixed

group of consumers that have been selected by the ratings companies to be representative

of the population at large. Human panelists report the TV content they have seen. Then

statistical models on sample data and reporting metrics are produced to extrapolate to

regional or national viewership trends and behaviors from the models. For example,

advertisers receive data from TV panel companies (ratings agencies), and use the

information to decide how they are going to design and implement an advertising campaign.

Separately, online viewership data can be tracked by content providers such as Comcast,

Netflix and YouTube. So, alternatively, the advertisers will receive data from online panels

such as Comscore, Nielsen and Kantar, which track where the audience is online. Cable

operators also sell their own viewership data from their subscribers. But these various

sources are analyzed by advertisers and brand managers independently of one another.

An additional drawback of panel-based models is their reliance on a fixed and relatively

small number of parameters to characterize the viewing public.

[0014] While informational tools today are able to quantify viewer participation by

calculating views per media device or provider, and infer, based on available census data,

which types of individuals are likely to view an advertisement, the ability to aggregate exact

viewer behavior across multiple media conduits has not been possible to do with useful

accuracy or speed. As such, advertisers anticipate that in order to reach the desired

audience, they will need to repeatedly play the same short clip either across many media

conduits or target a selection of popular media conduits for multiple successive broadcasts

of the same content or non-redundant versions of it. But the challenge of anticipating which

viewers will actually view the content a certain number of times (frequency) remains.



[0015] Assessing whether a user has viewed TV delivered content has historically been

challenging because it is difficult to establish whether a person actually watched the show or

segment as it was being broadcast.

[0016] The advent of "Smart TV's" (also known as connected TV's) such as those

manufactured by OEMs such as Samsung, LG, and Vizio has, however, provided more

reliable means of measuring this data because Smart TV's allow consumers to opt into

online connectivity of their TV sets. The TV's are connected to the internet as well as a feed

from, say, a cable company, and so they send a data feed of programs being viewed on a

particular TV, in real-time via the internet.

[0017] Data from Smart-TV's can be used to produce measurements that are at least as

informative as those relied on by Nielsen, and offer the prospect of being superior for a

number of reasons: the data that can be received from a SmartTV is richer than a simple

yes/no response to whether a given viewer watched a particular program; there are many

more SmartTV's in circulation than even the largest panels deployed by ratings companies,

and that number continues to increase over time; and SmartTV data can potentially be

linked to other data about a given consumer. This means that it no longer makes sense to

rely on an old-fashioned technique that relies on a panel of consumers to validate a model.

[0018] Nevertheless, online media distributors such as Google don't have data from

SmartTV's. Given this, the state of the art in advertising strategies differs across different

media. For example, digital advertising is able to target based on known online behaviors,

whereas TV advertising strategy is based on census data and is focused on reaching

particular demographics. Furthermore, although data driven and automated TV advertising

known as Programmatic TV (PTV) advertisement spending now constitutes 7% of all TV

advertising spend, and is doubling every year, there remain differences between the

feedback time for purchasing decisions in the TV realm from those relating to online content.

Thus, it would additionally be useful to have in place bidding methods for purchasing

advertising inventory that are tailored to programmatic TV content so that advertisers can

reliably reach the growing segment of the population for which data is known via

programmatic TV viewing.



[0019] Given the absence of more complex consumer classifications, predicting the

behavior of consumers using available statistical methods can be ineffective. Consumer

classification data is core to the decision making process for advertisers and brand

managers when purchasing advertising inventory.

[0020] Pairing viewer TV behavior to online viewership data is not currently practiced.

Panel data alone hasn't allowed analysts the ability to gather aggregated consumer

behavior, and analyze it on a person-to-person basis. Today, the availability of unique user

behavior can be better understood if aggregated across devices and media providers.

However, privacy laws restrict the ability to commercialize, collect or share personally

identifying user data collected from media, device and service operators. It is also unlawful

in some instances to aggregate data that is protected by privacy laws. Thus, the

intelligence that can be gained from that data must not include information relating back to

consumer identities due to the risk of unlawful disclosure. Using identification hashing

protects user privacy while permitting data aggregation, but current methods do not provide

advertising buying platforms the ability to quickly and securely hash identities effectively.

[0021] There is therefore a need for a system to offer a unified purchasing experience for

video advertising inventory and one that can reliably target relevant populations of

consumers.

[0022] The discussion of the background herein is included to explain the context of the

technology. This is not to be taken as an admission that any of the material referred to was

published, known, or part of the common general knowledge as at the priority date of any of

the claims found appended hereto.

[0023] Throughout the description and claims of the application the word "comprise" and

variations thereof, such as "comprising" and "comprises", is not intended to exclude other

additives, components, integers or steps.

SUMMARY

[0024] The instant disclosure addresses the processing of consumer and advertising

inventory in connection with optimizing placement of advertising content across display



devices. In particular, the disclosure comprises methods for doing the same, carried out by

a computer or network of computers. The disclosure further comprises a computing

apparatus for performing the methods, and computer readable media having instructions for

the same. The apparatus and process of the present disclosure are particularly applicable

to video content in online and TV media.

[0025] The methods herein use consumers' data on behaviors and types from online

(obtained by, for example, direct measurement), as a basis for purchasing targeted TV

inventory. By mapping data, without any requirement for an optimization, such as a

constrained optimization, or a fitting, it is possible to make reasonable deductions about

potential audience constituents. For example, 6 million users can be identified from online

usage; of these, 2 million have smart TV's. The TV viewership data for those 2 million can

be retrieved, from which it is possible to see which TV shows are best targeted with

advertising content. This method addresses a limitation that it is currently not possible to do

consumer-level advertisement targeting of TV content. But if high concentrations of

promising TV viewers can be identified, then there can be benefits for the advertiser.

[0026] The use of deep learning methodology, as described herein, enables an

understanding of the relationships between pieces of content.

[0027] The technology includes method that bridges the gap between online and offline

video advert buys through its ability to graph connections among individuals and elements

of video content.

[0028] Thetechnology includes a media-buying platform that bridges the gap between

online and offline video strategies by combining the targeting and reporting capabilities of

digital with offline strategies.

[0029] The technology herein links media consumption to individual profiles, and offers

advertisers a path to navigate between online and TV consumer data.

[0030] A problem in the art is that information received from TV's and cable companies is

only about what programs are being viewed, and does not contain information about

demographics. By coupling information obtained from online and views of other digital



content, with TV viewing data, it is possible to produce as output a selection of TV programs

that is watched or is likely to be watched by a given segment of the population based on

their online viewing behavior.

[0031] The technology herein further includes a method for identity hashing in the

indexing of digital advertising with market segments. Within a TV/OTT/VOD advertising

buying platform, buyers select TV/OTT/VOD inventory (i.e., programs and airing content)

that matches targeted market segments. Buyers select from a list of available market

segments, and the system and methods herein pair the user-selections to an anonymous

dataset of media consumers (with hashed online IDs) within the processing environment

(the platform provider's servers).

[0032] The hashed online IDs are then mapped to external OEM IDs (such as

Samsung's online user IDs and the like) via the platform's identity hashing methods. The

targeted market segment can be derived from online data sources such as third party social

media data, third party online purchase history, third party back link history, third party link

history, first party acquired cookie data, and other opted in internet behavior data, which

includes, browsing, social media content, purchases.

[0033] The method permits the anonymous pairing or market segment descriptions with

actual online viewers without exposing identities or IP addresses to any end-user or first

party platform provider. End-users such as media planners, advertising agencies, TV

advertisers, and the like are shielded from unwanted exposure to market segment target

identities and identifying metadata. Likewise, the system stores and processes hashed

identities, such that advertising inventory may be purchased, such as bid on, without

exposing the identities of viewers.

[0034] The present disclosure further provides for a method for targeting a population of

TV viewers to which to deliver advertising content, the method comprising: receiving

programmatic TV data for a first population of consumers, wherein the programmatic TV

data comprises at least one IP address and a list of TV viewing data for each TV accessible

to a consumer in the first population of consumers; de-identifying the IP address for each

TV, thereby creating a hash-ID for each TV that is associated with each consumer in the



first population of consumers; associating the hash-ID for each TV with a consumer

identifier in a graph of consumer data, wherein the graph of consumer data is constructed

from online behavioral and demographic data on a second population of consumers;

identifying one or more slots of TV advertising inventory based on one or more demographic

factors of consumers in the second population of consumers and the list of TV viewing data

associated with those consumers; purchasing a slot of TV advertising inventory relevant to

the second population of consumers; and instructing a media conduit to deliver an item of

advertising content to the second population of consumers in the one or more slots of

inventory. Typically, the first population is ultimately a subset of second population, though

it may not be at first.

[0035] The present disclosure further includes a computer readable media, encoded with

instructions for carrying out methods described herein and for processing by one or more

suitably configured computer processors.

[0036] The present disclosure additionally includes a computing apparatus configured to

execute instructions, such as stored on a computer readable medium, for carrying out

methods described herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037] FIG. 1 shows, diagrammatically, relationships between parties that contribute to

delivery of advertising content, such as advertisers, an advertising exchange, media

conduits, and consumers;

[0038] FIG. 2 shows an overview of the information utilized to assist a purchaser of

advertising to identify spots in a TV market.

[0039] FIG. 3 shows a consumer graph.

[0040] FIG. 4 shows a node in a graph.

[0041] FIGs. 5A and 5B show steps in creation of a consumer graph.



[0042] FIG. 6 shows a method of de-identifying consumer data, as used in a process for

identifying advertising spots in a TV market.

[0043] FIG. 7 shows a multi-dimensional data set.

[0044] FIG. 8 shows schematically the communication of beacon event data from a

consumer's device to a DSP.

[0045] FIG. 9 shows an apparatus for performing a process as described herein; and

[0046] FIG. 10 shows relationships between various entities in the advertising purchase

realm.

[0047] Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0048] The instant technology is directed to computer systems and methods that can

allow an advertiser to target advertising content to a population of TV viewers, based on

program viewing behavior deduced from a combination of TV viewing data from TV stations

and smart-TV's with online and demographic data obtained from one or both of first parties

and third parties. The data is combined in such a way that personally identifiable

information is protected and not shared between the various sources of data.

Advertising Functions

[0049] Relationships between entities in the business of purchase, delivery and

consumption of advertising content are depicted in FIG. 1. As can be seen, the advertising

ecosystem is complex, involves many different entities, and many different relationships.

[0050] An advertiser 10 1 is a purchaser of advertising inventory 109. An advertiser may

be a corporation that exercises direct control over its advertising functions, or it may be an

agency that manages advertising requirements of one or more clients, usually corporate

entities. The advertiser intends to make advertising content 103 (also an "advertisement"

herein) available to one or more, typically a population of, consumers 105, on one or more

devices 107 per consumer.



[0051] Devices 107 include, for a given consumer, one or more of: TV's (including

SmartTV's), mobile devices (cell phones, smartphones, media players, tablets, notebook

computers, laptop computers, and wearables), desktop computers, networked photo

frames, set top boxes, gaming consoles, streaming devices, and devices considered to

function within the "Internet of Things" such as domestic appliances (fridges, etc.), and other

networked in-home monitoring devices such as thermostats and alarm systems.

[0052] The advertising content 103 has typically been created by the advertiser 10 1 or a

third party with whom the advertiser has contracted, and normally includes video, audio,

and/or still images that seek to promote sales or consumer awareness of a particular

product or service. Advertising content 103 is typically delivered to consumers via one or

more intermediary parties, as further described herein.

[0053] Advertising content is typically of two different types: branding, and direct-

response marketing. The timeframe is different for these two types. Branding promotes

awareness; direct response marketing is designed to generate an immediate response. For

example, an automobile manufacturer may put out direct response marketing material into

the market place, and wants to measure responses by who went to a dealership or website

after seeing an advertisement. The methods herein can be applied to both types of

advertising content, but the measurement of effectiveness is different for the two types: for

example, effectiveness of branding is measured by GRP's (further described elsewhere

herein), and results of direct response marketing can be measured by, for example, website

visits.

[0054] When delivered to a mobile device such as a phone or a tablet, advertising

content 103 may additionally or alternatively take the form of a text/SMS message, an e-

mail, or a notification such as an alert, a banner, or a badge. When delivered to a desktop

computer or a laptop computer or a tablet, the advertising content 103 may display as a

pop-up within an app or a browser window, or may be a video designed to be played while

other requested video content is downloading or buffering.

[0055] Consumers 105 are viewers and potential viewers of the advertising content 103

and may have previously purchased the product or service that is being advertised, and



may - advantageously to the advertiser - be learning of the product or service for the first

time when they view the advertising content 103.

[0056] Advertising inventory 109 (also inventory or available inventory, herein) comprises

available slots, or time slotsl 17, for advertising across the several media interfaces, or

conduits 111, through which consumers access information and advertising content. Such

media interfaces include TV, radio, social media (for example, online networks, such as

LinkedIN, Twitter, Facebook), digital bill boards, mobile apps, and the like. Media conduits

111 may generate their own content 113 , or may be broadcasting content from one or more

other content providers or publishers 115. For example, a cable company is a media

conduit that delivers content from numerous TV channel producers and publishers of

content. Media interfaces may also be referred to as content providers, generally, because

they deliver media content 113 (TV programs, movies, etc.) to consumers 105. One aspect

of the technology herein includes the ability to aggregate inventory 109 from more than one

type of media interface or content provider. Media conduits 111 also deliver advertising

content 103 that has been purchased for delivery at time slots 117 , to consumers 105 for

viewing on various devices 107. A publisher 115 is typically a content owner (e.g., BBC,

ESPN).

[0057] A slot 117 is a time, typically expressed as a window of time ( 1 minute, 2 minutes,

etc.) at a particular time of day (noon, 4:30 pm, etc., or a window such as 2 - 4 pm, or 9 pm

- 12 am), or during a specified broadcast such as a TV program, on a particular broadcast

channel (such as a TV station, or a social media feed). An available slot is a slot in the

inventory that an advertiser may purchase for the purpose of delivering advertising content.

Typically it is available because another advertiser has not yet purchased it. As further

described herein, a slot may additionally be defined by certain constraints such as whether

a particular type of advertising content 103 can be delivered in a particular slot. For

example, a sports equipment manufacturer may have purchased a particular slot, defined by

a particular time of day on a particular channel, and may have also purchased the right to

exclude other sports equipment manufacturers from purchasing slots on the same channel

within a certain boundary - in time - of the first manufacturer's slot. In this context, a "hard

constraint" is a legal or otherwise mandatory limitation on placing advertising in particular



time slots or within specified media. A "soft constraint" refers to desired (non-mandatory)

limitations on placing advertising in particular time slots within specified media. "Constraint

satisfaction" refers to the process of finding a solution to a set of constraints that impose

conditions that the variables must satisfy. The solution therefore is a set of values for the

variables that satisfies all constraints.

[0058] Information is intended to mean, broadly, any content that a consumer can view,

read, listen to, or any combination of the same, and which is made available on a screen

such as a TV screen, computer screen, or display of a mobile device such as a tablet,

smart-phone, or laptop/notebook computer, a wearable such as a smart-watch, fitness

monitor, or an in-car or in-plane display screen. Information is provided by a media

interface 111 such as a TV or radio station, a multi-channel video programming distributor

(MVPD, such as a cable TV provider, e.g., Comcast), or an online network such as Yahoo!

or Facebook.

[0059] VOD refers to video on demand systems, which allow users to select and watch

or listen to video or audio content when they choose to, rather than having to watch content

at a scheduled broadcast time. Internet technology is often used to bring video on demand

to televisions and personal computers. Television VOD systems can either stream content

through a set-top box, a computer or other device, allowing viewing in real time, or

download it to a device such as a computer, digital video recorder (also called a personal

video recorder) or portable media player for viewing at any time.

[0060] The communication between the advertisers and the media conduits can be

managed by up to several entities, including: a demand-side provider (DSP) 123, an

advertising exchange 119 , and a supply-side provider 121 . An advertising exchange 119

(also, exchange herein) is an environment in which advertisers can bid on available media

inventory. The inventory may be digital such as via online delivery over the Internet, or via

digital radio such as SiriusXM, or may be analog, such as via a TV channel such as ESPN,

CNN, Fox, or BBC, or an FM/AM radio broadcast. An advertising exchange 119 typically

specializes in certain kinds of content. For example, SpotX specializes in digital content,

WideOrbit specializes in programmatic TV.



[0061] Supply-side provider (SSP) 121 is an intermediary that takes inventory 109 from a

media conduit 111, and makes it available to a demand-side provider (DSP) 123, optionally

via exchange 119, so that advertisers can purchase or bid on the inventory when deciding

how to position advertising content 103. SSP's have sometimes been categorized as public

or private depending on whether a media conduit is able to limit the identity and number of

advertisers who have access to the inventory. In some situations, an SSP interacts directly

with a DSP without the need for an advertising exchange; this is true if the functions of an

advertising exchange that a purchaser of advertising content relies on are performed by one

or both of the DSP and SSP. The technology herein is particularly suited for being

implemented and being carried out by a suitably-configured DSP.

[0062] In one configuration, an advertising exchange 119 interfaces between a supply

side provider (SSP) 121 and a demand side provider (DSP) 123. The interfacing role

comprises receiving inventory 109 from one or more SSP's 121 and making it available to

the DSP, then receiving bids 125 on that inventory from the DSP and providing those bids

125 to the SSP. Thus, a DSP makes it possible for an advertiser to bid on inventory

provided by a particular SSP such as SPotX, or WideOrbit. In some configurations, the

DSP takes on most or all of the role of an advertising exchange.

[0063] In one embodiment of the technology herein, a DSP provides a schedule for an

advertising campaign, which, if approved by the advertiser, the DSP has to purchase on its

behalf and arrange for the execution of the campaign. The SSP controls delivery of the

advertising content to the media conduits.

[0064] An advertising campaign (or campaign) is a plan, by an advertiser, to deliver

advertising content to a particular population of consumers. A campaign will typically

include a selection of advertising content (such as a particular advertisement or various

forms of an advertisement, or a sequence of related advertisements intended to be viewed

in a particular order), as well as a period of time for which the campaign is to run (such as 1

week, 1 month, 3 months). An advertiser typically transmits a campaign description 127 to

an advertising exchange 119 or a DSP 121 , and in return receives a list of the inventory 109

available. A campaign description 127 may comprise a single item of advertising content

103 and one or more categories of device 107 to target, or may comprise a schedule for



sequential delivery of two or more items of advertising content 103 across one or more

devices 107. A campaign description 127 may also comprise a description of a target

audience, wherein the target audience is defined by one or more demographic factors

selected from, but not limited to: age range, gender, income, and location.

[0065] The DSP 123 then provides an interface by which the advertiser 101 can align its

campaign descriptions 127 against inventory 109 and purchase, or bid on, various slots 117

in the inventory. The DSP 123, or an exchange 119 , may be able to provide more than one

set of inventory that matches a given campaign description 127: each set of inventory that

matches a given campaign description is referred to herein as an advertising target 129.

The advertiser 101 may select from among a list of advertising targets, the target or targets

that it wishes to purchase. Once it has purchased a particular target, the SSP 121 is

notified and delivery instructions 137 are sent to the various media conduits 111 so that the

advertising content 103 can be delivered in the applicable time slots 117 , or during selected

content 113 , to the relevant consumers.

[0066] A purchase of a given slot is not simply a straightforward sale at a given price, but

is achieved via a bidding process. The DSP will place bids on a number of slots, and for

each one, will have identified a bid price that is submitted to the SSP. For a winning bid, the

SSP delivers the advertising content to the media conduit, and ultimately the consumer.

Bids are generally higher for specific targeting than for blanket targeting.

[0067] The bidding process depends in part on the type of advertising content. TV

content can be scheduled in advance, whereas for online content, the typical bid structure is

'just-in-time' bidding: the advert is delivered only if a particular consumer is seen online. In

general, the methods herein are independent of bidding process, and are applicable to any

of the bidding methods typically deployed, including real-time-bidding, as well as bidding

that exploits details of programmatic TV data.

[0068] By serving a tag with a given online ad, by using a protocol such as VPAID

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixpo) or VAST (video advert serving template,

http://www.iab.com/guidelines/digital-video-ad-serving-template-vast-compliance/), the tag

collects data including whether a consumer clicked on, or viewed, the content. The tag



typically contains a number of items of data relating to how a consumer interacted with the

advertising content. The items of data can be returned to the SSP and/or the DSP in order

to provide feedback on the circumstances of delivery of the advertisement. For example,

the items of data can include a datum relating to whether a user clicked on a video online.

Certain items of data correspond to events that are referred to in the industry as "beacon"

events because of their salience to an advertiser: for example a beacon event can include

the fact that a user stopped a video segment before it completed.

[0069] The process of generating advertising targets may also depend one or more

campaign requirements. A campaign requirement, as used herein, refers to financial

constraints such as a budget, and performance specifications such as a number of

consumers to target, set by an advertiser or other purchaser of advertising inventory.

Campaign requirement information is used along with campaign descriptions when

purchasing or bidding on inventory.

[0070] DSP's 123 also provide advertisers 101 with data on consumers and devices,

aggregated from various sources. This data helps an advertiser choose from the inventory,

those time slots and media conduits that will best suit its goals.

[0071] Data used by DSP's may include census data 131 , or data on specific consumers

and devices 133. Census data 13 1 includes data on a population that can be used to

optimize purchase of inventory. Census data 13 1 can therefore include demographic data

such as age distribution, income variations, and marital status, among a population in a

particular viewing region independent of what media interfaces the members of the

population actually view. Census data 13 1 can be aggregated from a variety of sources,

such as state and county records, and U.S. Census Bureau data.

[0072] A data management platform (DMP) 135 can provide other types of third party

data 133 regarding consumers and the devices they use to the DSP. Typically a DMP

provides a data warehousing facilities with embedded functionality. DMPs download data

and can perform a variety of analytical functions ranging from sorting, storing, processing,

applying matching algorithms, and providing data outputs to purchasers and subscribers.

Examples of DMP's include: Krux, Exelate, Nielsen, Lotame. The consumer and device



data 133 that is delivered to a DSP from a third party provider may complement other

consumer and device data 143 that is provided by the media conduits. Data on consumers

and the devices they use that is relevant to an advertiser includes matters of viewing habits

as well as specific behavioral data that can be retrieved directly from a media conduit. For

example, as further discussed elsewhere herein, when a media conduit serves an

advertisement to a consumer, the conduit can collect information on that user's manner of

access to the advert. Due to the volume of data involved, after a relatively short period of

time, such as 14 days, a media conduit may not be able to furnish any information on a

particular consumer. In that instance, the DSP can get data on that user from a third party

such as a DMP. Third parties can get data offline as well. As used herein, an offline event

is one that happens independently of the Internet or a TV view: for example, it can include

purchase of an item from a store and other types of location-based events that an advertiser

can view as significant. Data can be shared between the entities herein (e.g., between a

DMP and a DSP, and between DSP and SSP, and between media conduits and a SSP or

advertising exchange) using any commonly accepted file formats for sharing and transfer of

data: these formats include, but are not limited to: JSON, CSV, and Thrift, as well as any

manner of text file appropriately formatted.

[0073] An impression refers to any instance in which an advertisement reaches a

consumer. On a TV, it is assumed that if the TV is broadcasting the advertisement then an

individual known to be the owner of, or a regular viewer of, that TV will have been exposed

to the advertisement, and that display counts as an impression. If multiple persons are in

the same household then the number of impressions may equal the number of persons who

can view that TV. In the online environment, an impression occurs if a consumer is viewing,

say, a web-page and the advertisement is displayed on that web-page such as in the form

of a pop-up, or if the user has clicked on a link which causes the advertisement to run.

[0074] An audience segment is a list of consumers, de-identified from their personally

identifiable information using cookie syncing or other methods, where the consumers belong

to a type (income, gender, geographic location, etc.), or are associated with a behavior:

purchases, TV viewership, site visits, etc.



[0075] Cookie syncing refers to a process that allows data exchange between DMP's

SSP's and DSP's, and more generally between publishers of content and advertisement

buyers. A cookie is a file that a mobile device or desktop computer uses to retain and

restore information about a particular user or device. The information in a cookie is typically

protected so that only an entity that created the cookie can subsequently retrieve the

information from it. Cookie syncing is a way in which one entity can obtain information

about a consumer from the cookie created by another entity, without necessarily obtaining

the exact identify of the consumer. Thus, given information about a particular consumer

received from a media conduit, through cookie syncing it is possible to add further

information about that consumer from a DMP.

[0076] For mobile devices, there is a device ID, unique to a particular device. For Smart

TV's there is a hashed IP address. The device ID information may be used to link a group

of devices to a particular consumer, as well as link a number of consumers, for example in a

given household, to a particular device. A DSP may gather a store of data, built up over

time, in conjunction with mobile device ID's and TV addresses that augment 'cookie' data.

[0077] Cross-screen refers to distribution of media data, including advertising content,

across multiple devices of a given consumer, such as a TV screen, computer screen, or

display of a mobile device such as a tablet, smart-phone or laptop/notebook computer, a

wearable such as a smart-watch or fitness monitor, or an in-car, or in-plane display screen,

or a display on a networked domestic appliance such as a refrigerator.

[0078] Reach is the total number of different people exposed to an advertisement, at

least once, during a given period.

[0079] In a cross-screen advertising or media campaign, the same consumer can be

exposed to an advertisement multiple times, through different devices (such as TV, desktop

or mobile) that the consumer uses. Deduplicated reach is the number of different people

exposed to an advertisement irrespective of the device. For example, if a particular

consumer has seen an advertisement on his/her TV, desktop and one or more mobile

devices, that consumer only contributes 1 to the reach.



[0080] The incremental reach is the additional deduplicated reach for a campaign, over

and above the reach achieved before starting the campaign, such as from a prior campaign.

In one embodiment herein, a type of campaign can include a TV extension: in this

circumstance, an advertiser has already run a campaign on TV, but is reaching a point of

diminished returns. The advertiser wants to find ways to modify the campaign plan for a

digital market, in order to increase the reach. In this way, a DSP may inherit a campaign

that has already run its course on one or more media conduits.

[0081] In addition to TV programming content, and online content delivered to desktop

computers and mobile devices, advertisements may be delivered within OTT content. OTT

(which derives from the term "over the top") refers to the delivery of audio and video, over

the Internet without the involvement of a MVPD in the control or distribution of the content.

Thus, OTT content is anything not tied to particular box or device. For example, Netflix, or

HBO-Go, deliver OTT content because a consumer doesn't need a specific device to view

the content. By contrast, MVPD content such as delivered to a cable or set top box is

controlled by a cable or satellite provider such as Comcast, AT&T or DirecTV, and is not

described as OTT. OTT in particular refers to content that arrives from a third party, such as

Sling TV, YuppTV, Amazon Instant Video, Mobibase, Dramatize, Presto, DramaFever,

Crackle, HBO, Hulu, myTV, Netflix, Now TV, Qello, RPI TV, Viewster, WhereverTV,

Crunchyroll or WWE Network, and is delivered to an end-user device, leaving the Internet

service provider (ISP) with only the role of transporting IP packets.

[0082] Furthermore, an OTT device is any device that is connected to the internet and

that can access a multitude of content. For example, Xbox, Roku, Tivo, Hulu (and other

devices that can run on top of cable), a desktop computer, and a smart TV, are examples of

OTT devices.

[0083] Gross rating point (GRP) refers to the size of an advertising campaign according

to schedule and media conduits involved, and is given by the number of impressions per

member of the target audience, expressed as a percentage (GRP can therefore be a

number > 100. For example, if an advert reaches 30% of the population of L.A. 4 times, the

GRP is 120. (The data may be measured by, e.g., a Nielsen panel of say 1,000 viewers in

L.A.).



[0084] The target rating point (TRP) refers to the number of impressions per target

audience member, based on a sample population. This number relates to individuals: e.g.,

within L.A. the advertiser wants to target males, 25 and older. If there are 100 such persons

in the L.A. panel and 70% saw the ad., then the TRP is 70% X number of views.

[0085] Real-time refers to real-time computing, and is defined as a computing system

that can receive and process data, and return analyzed results sufficiently rapidly (such as

within a matter of seconds) that it effectively does not cause delay to a party who relies

upon the results for decision-making purposes. It is to be assumed that the processes for

allowing an advertiser to select, bid on, and purchase advertising inventory, as described

herein, can be carried out in real-time.

[0086] "Device Graph" refers to the association of users with devices on which they

consume media.

Delivering and optimizing cross-screen advertising content

[0087] The technology described herein permits an advertiser to target advertising

content to a consumer across more than one media conduit, including both TV and online

media. There are two types of environment in which an advertiser can target a consumer.

In a 1: 1 environment, a DSP can just use the actual segment and/or a modeled out version

of the actual segment, to make a real time decision to place the advert if the consumer

matches the targeting parameters. In an index approach, when it is not possible to target

1: 1 and it is not possible to do dynamic advert insertion or real time decisioning, the system

instead looks at concentration of viewers projected to access the slot (such as a TV

program or VOD program) and then targets the slots that have the highest concentration of

the target consumers.

[0088] In a preferred embodiment, the advertiser has control over the allocation of the

advertising content because the advertiser accesses the system via a unified interface that

presents information about inventory, manages bids on the inventory, and provides a list of

potential advertising targets consistent with a campaign description and the advertiser's

budget. The system then communicates with, for example, supply-side providers to ensure



that the desired slots are purchased, typically via a bidding process, and the advertising

content is delivered or caused to be delivered.

Consumer data

[0089] Data about consumers can be categorized into two groups: there are non-

transmutable characteristics such as ethnicity, and gender; and there are transmutable

characteristics such as age, profession, address, marital status, income, taste and

preferences. Various transmutable characteristics such as profession are subject to change

at any time, while others such as age change at a consistence rate. Today, the data

systems that track consumer information for use in targeting advertising content lack the

ability to broadly track both categories of consumer data. Most data systems contain static,

homogenous classifications of consumers. For example, a 29-year old who bought a car

two years ago will be a consumer data point that will not be updated or augmented with

time. Even if the age of the individual as stored in a system can be adjusted with time, other

transmutable characteristics such as change in marital state, or lifestyle changes, are not

taken into account in this consumer's classification.

Identifying TV Viewing Data

[0090] The technology described herein permits an advertiser to target advertising

content to a consumer across more than one media conduit, including both TV and online

media. There are two types of environment in which an advertiser can target a consumer.

In a 1: 1 environment, a DSP can just use the actual segment and/or a modeled out version

of the actual segment, to make a real time decision to place the advert if the consumer

matches the targeting parameters. In an index approach, when it is not possible to target

1: 1 and it is not possible to do dynamic advert insertion or real time decisioning, the system

instead looks at concentration of viewers projected to access the slot (such as a TV

program or VOD program) and then targets the slots that have the highest concentration of

the target consumers.

[0091] FIG. 2 illustrates an overview of operation of the methods 300 herein from the

perspective of an end-user such as an advertiser. The methods are preferably performed

on or by a DSP, or an advertising exchange. In one embodiment there is an interface

through which an advertiser can choose attributes of a target market 301 , such as location,



age, income level, gender, from a list of available of target market data. Once chosen,

these attributes can be matched against a database of paired user data, comprising data

303 for consumers obtained from online viewer data, and TV viewing data 305 can then be

deduced. The consumer and TV viewing data can be hashed to protect individual user

identities, by other methods herein. The connection between the two sets of data can be

made because a given consumer identified from online data can be mapped to a particular

set of TV viewing data.

[0092] The advertiser receives aggregated viewing data 307 of the selected target

market, which may comprise a list of TV programs during which to schedule advertising

content. These are a concentration of TV programs that are likely to be viewed by members

of the target market.

[0093] At various stages of the methods herein, it is described that each consumer in a

population of consumers is treated in a particular way by the method: for example, a

computer may be programmed to analyze data on each consumer in its database in order to

ascertain which, if any, have viewed a particular TV show, or visited a particular website;

alternatively, some comparative analysis may be performed, in which attributes of each user

in one category of population is compared with attributes of each consumer in another

category of population. Each population set may comprise many thousands of individuals,

or many hundreds of thousands, or even millions or many millions of individuals. It is

assumed herein that the methods, when deployed on suitable computing resources, are

capable of carrying out stated calculations and manipulations on each and every member of

the populations in question. However, it is also consistent with the methods herein that

"each consumer" in a population may also mean most consumers in the population, or all

consumers in the population for whom the stated calculation is feasible. For example,

where one or more given consumers in a population is omitted from a particular calculation

because there is insufficient data on the individual, that does not mean that an insufficient

number of members of the population is analyzed in order to provide a meaningful outcome

of the calculation. Thus "each" when referencing a population of potentially millions of

consumers does not necessarily mean exactly every member of the population but may



mean a large and practically reasonable number of members of the population, which for

the purposes of a given calculation is sufficient.

Consumer Graph

[0094] A consumer graph is a graph in which each node represents a consumer (or

individual user). The technology utilizes various implementations of a weighted graph

representation in which relationships between consumers (nodes) are defined as degrees of

similarity (edges). A consumer graph is used herein to categorize, store, and aggregate

large amounts of non-personally identifiable consumer data, and allow an entity such as a

DSP to make connections between data used to build a consumer graph with other data -

such as TV viewing data - via data on given consumers' devices. An advantage of the

consumer graph herein is that it is constructed from a potentially unlimited number of input

parameters. By expanding the amount of data under consideration beyond a fixed number

of attributes of a consumer base (age, income, gender, etc.) to use of behavioral data (such

as specific viewing and purchasing histories of individual consumers, as well as

demographic, and location-related sources) that is continually being updated, the

comparisons between consumers can be much more sophisticated.

[0095] One way to construct the graph is by using deterministic relationship data;

another is probabilistically using the attributes of each node. In some instances, a

combination of deterministic and probabilistic methods can be used. In a deterministic,

approach, which is relatively straightforward, the basis is having exact data on a consumer,

such as login information from a publisher. Thus, if a person has logged in multiple times on

different devices with the same ID, then it is possible to be sure that the person's identity is

matched. However, such exact information may not always be available. By contrast, in a

probabilistic approach, it is necessary to draw inferences: for example, if the same device is

seen in the same location, or similar behavior can be attributed to a given device at different

times, then it possible to conclude that the device belongs to the same user.

[0096] In some embodiments herein, machine learning methods, and Bayesian and

regression algorithms, are used to explore commonalities between consumers. Such

methods are useful in situations where there is a finite number of parameters to be

considered. In some other embodiments, techniques of deep learning are more useful in



finding consumer similarities and constructing a consumer graph. Machine learning is a

preferred technique for matching exact pieces of information, for example whether the same

websites have been visited by two consumers, but deep learning can explore the details of

a particular video or TV program - for example, by analyzing natural scene statistics - and

thereby ascertain, for example, whether two adverts that were viewed by a given consumer

have something in common beyond their subject matter. For example, two adverts may

include the same actor and be liked by a consumer for that reason, even though the

products portrayed have little in common.

[0097] In preferred embodiments, the device graph herein is based on probabilistic data.

The probabilistic approach to graph construction uses behavioral data to match up users.

[0098] In some embodiments, an entity such as a DSP, can construct a device graph; in

other embodiments it can obtain, such as purchase, a graph from another entity such as a

DMP, though when purchased, the graph is preferably augmented according to the methods

herein.

[0099] In various embodiments herein, both a device graph and a consumer graph are

operating together in a manner that permits tying in mobile data to TV data.

[0100] The term graph is used herein in its mathematical sense, as a set G (N, E) of

nodes (N) and edges (E) connecting pairs of nodes. Graph G is a representation of the

relationships between the nodes: two nodes that are connected by an edge are similar to

one another according to some criterion, and the weight of an edge defines the strength of

the similarity. Pairs of nodes that do not meet the similarity criterion are not joined by an

edge. FIG. 3 illustrates graph concepts, showing 6 nodes, Ni - Ne, in which three pairs of

nodes are connected by edges.

[0101] In the implementation of a graph herein, a node, N, is an entity or object with a

collection of attributes, A . In FIG. 3 , each node has associated with it an array of attributes,

denoted A/' for node N/'.

[0102] In the implementation of a graph herein, an edge, E, existing between two nodes

indicates the existence of a relationship, or level of similarity, between the two nodes that is



above a defined threshold. The weight of an edge, w_E, is the degree of similarity of the

two nodes. The weights of the edges in FIG. 3 are shown diagrammatically as thicknesses

(in which case, > w_Es > w_Eis).

[0103] In a consumer graph, a node represents an individual, or a household comprising

two or more individuals, with a set of attributes such as the gender(s) and age(s) of the

individual(s), history of TV programs watched, web-sites visited, etc.

[0104] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary structure of a node of a consumer graph. Each

node has a collection of attributes that include types and behaviors, for which data is

continuously collected from first party and third party sources. Many of the attributes are

transmutable if new information for the consumer becomes available, and the collection of

attributes (i.e., the number of different attributes stored for a given consumer) can also grow

over time as new data is collected about the consumer. This permits an advertiser to tailor

and adjust their campaign during its period of operation. An aspect of the technology herein

is that the graph is constructed from a potentially unlimited number of inputs for a given

consumer, such as online, offline, behavioral, and demographic data. Those inputs are

updated over time and allow the data for a given consumer to be refined, as well as allow

the population of consumers on which data can be used to be expanded. The fact that

there is no limit to the type and character of data that can be employed means that the

methods herein are superior to those employed by panel companies, which rely on static

datasets and fixed populations.

[0105] Some of the sources from which data is collected are as follows.

[0106] Type data is categorical data about a consumer that normally does not change,

i.e., is immutable. Behavioral data is continuously updated based on a consumer's recent

activity.

[0107] Each node includes a grouping of one or more devices (desktop, mobile, tablets,

smart TV). For each device, data on the type of the user based on the device is collected

from third party and first party sources.

[0108] Table 1 shows examples of data by category and source.



Table 1

[0109] First party data comprises data on a user's behavior, for example: purchases,

viewership, site visits, etc., as well as types such as income, gender, provided directly by a

publisher to improve targeting and reporting on their own campaigns. (For example, the

Coca Cola company might provide to a DSP, a list of users who "like" Coke products on

social media to improve their video advertising campaigns.) First party type data can be

collected from advertisements served directly to the device, and from information collected

from the device, such as one or more IP addresses. First party type data includes location

from IP address, geolocation from mobile devices, and whether the device is located in a

commercial or residential property.

[01 10] Third party type data is obtained from external vendors. Through a one-on-one

cookie synchronization or a device synchronization, an external vendor, for example a DMP

such as Krux (http://www.krux.com/), Experian (which provides purchase behavior data), or

Adobe, provides information about the cookie or device. Example data includes market

segment occupied by the consumer, such as age range, gender, income level, education

level, political affiliation, and preferences such as which brands the consumer likes or

follows on social media. Additionally, external vendors can provide type data based on

recent purchases attributed to the device. Third party data includes information such as

gender and income because it is not collected directly from external vendors. Third party

data can be collected without serving an advertisement. TV programs viewed and

purchases are third party data.



[01 11] First Party data is typically generated by a DSP; for example, it is data that the

DSP can collect from serving an advert or a Brand/Agency that provides the data. First

party data includes data that depends on having served an advert to have access to it.

[01 12] Behavioral data can be collected from the devices through first party and third

party sources. Behaviors are first party data typically and are mutable.

[01 13] First party behavioral data is collected from advertisements served directly to the

device. This includes websites visited, and the TV program, or OTT, or video on demand

(VOD) content viewed by the device.

[01 14] Third party behavioral data is obtained from external vendors, typically DMP's

such as Experian, Krux, Adobe, Nielsen and Comscore, and advertising exchanges or

networks, such as Brightroll, SpotX, FreeWheel, Hulu. Example data includes the history of

TV programming viewed on the device in the last month, the history of websites visited by a

personal computer or laptop, or mobile device, and history of location based events from

mobile devices (for example, whether the device was at a Starbucks). In some instances,

the same types of data can be obtained from both first party and third party entities.

[01 15] Edges between the nodes in the consumer graph signify that the consumers have

a threshold similarity, or interact with each other. The edges can be calculated

deterministically, for example, if the nodes are in physical proximity, or probabilistically

based on similarity in attributes. Probabilistic methods utilized include, but are not limited to:

K-means clustering, and connected components analysis (which is based on graph traversal

methods involving constructing a path across the graph, from one vertex to another. Since

the attributes are transmutable, the edges can also change, either in their weighting or by

being created or abolished if the similarity score for a pair of nodes alters. Thus the graph is

not static, and can change over time. In some embodiments, change is dynamic: similarity

scores are continually recalculated as nodes attributes for nodes are updated.

[01 16] Typically, attributes and data are added dynamically (as they are obtained). The

graph may be re-constructed weekly to take account of the new attributes and data, thereby

establishing new weightings for the edges, and identifying newly connected or reconnected



devices. (Graph construction and reconstruction may be done in the "cloud", i.e., by

distributing the calculations over many processors on a computer network, or on processors

warehoused at a datacenter under the control of the DSP.)

[01 17] The similarity, S, between two nodes N_1 , N_2, is calculated according to a

similarity metric, which is the inverse of a distance function, f(N_1 , N_2) : N_1 , N_2 -> S,

that defines the similarity of two nodes based on their attributes.

[01 18] In a consumer graph, similarity represents the likeness of two individuals in terms

of their demographic attributes and their viewing preferences. Similarities can be

calculated, attribute by attribute, and then the individual similarity attributes weighted and

combined together to produce an overall similarity score for a pair of nodes.

[01 19] When the attributes of two nodes are represented by binary vectors, there are a

number of metrics that can be used to define a similarity between a pair of nodes based on

that attribute. Any one of these metrics is suitable for use with the technology herein. In

some embodiments, for efficiency of storage, a binary vector can be represented as a bit-

string, or an array of bit-strings.

[0120] When working with a similarity metric that is the inverse of a distance function,

f(N_i, NJ), a zero value of the distance function signifies that the types and behaviors of the

two nodes are identical. Conversely, a large value of the distance function signifies that the

two nodes are dissimilar. An example of a distance function is Euclidean distance,

f(N_i, NJ) = | | A_i - AJ | |A2

where A_i, and AJ are the sparse vectors representing the attributes of nodes N_i and NJ,

and the distance is computed as a sum of the squares of the differences of in the values of

corresponding components of each vector.

[0121] Comparisons of binary vectors or bit-strings can be accomplished according to

one or more of several similarity metrics, of which the most popular is the Tanimoto

coefficient. Other popular metrics include, but are not limited to: Cosine, Dice, Euclidean,

Manhattan, city block, Euclidean, Hamming, and Tversky. Another distance metric that can



be used is the LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation). Another way of defining a distance

comparison is via a deep learning embedding, in which it is possible to learn the best form

of the distance metric instead of fixing it as, e.g., the cosine distance. An example approach

is via manifold learning.

[0122] The cosine dot product is a preferred metric that can be used to define a similarity

between the two nodes in a consumer graph. The cosine similarity, that is the dot product

of A_i and AJ, is given by:

f(N_i, N ) = A_i . AJ

In this instance, the vectors are each normalized so that their magnitudes are 1.0. A value

of 1.0 for the cosine similarity metric indicates two nodes that are identical. Conversely, the

nearer to 0.0 is the value of the cosine metric, the more dissimilar are the two nodes. The

cosine metric can be converted into a distance-like quantity by subtracting its value from

1.0:

f'(N_i, N ) = 1 - A_i . AJ

[0123] An example of a more complex distance function is a parameterized Kernel, such

as a radial basis function.

f(N_i, N ) = exp( I I A_i - AJ ||^2 / s*2),

where s is a parameter.

[0124] In the more general case in which the bit-string is a vector that contains numbers

other than 1 and 0 (for example it contains percentages or non-normalized data), then one

can calculate similarity based on distance metrics between vectors of numbers. Other

metrics, such as the Mahalanobis distance, may then be applicable.

[0125] Typically, a similarity score, S, is a number between 0 and 100, though other

normalization schemes could be used, such as a number between 0 and 1.0, a number

between 0 and 10, or a number between 0 and 1,000. It is also possible that a scoring



system could be un-normalized, and simply be expressed as a number proportional to the

calculated similarity between two consumers.

[0126] In some embodiments, when calculating a similarity score, each contributing

factor can be weighted by a coefficient that expresses the relative importance of the factor.

For example, a person's gender can be given a higher weighting than whether they watched

a particular TV show. The weightings can be initially set by application of heuristics, and

can ultimately be derived from a statistical analysis of advertising campaign efficacy that is

continually updated over time. Other methods of deriving a weighting coefficient used to

determine the contribution of a particular attribute to the similarity score include: regression,

or feature selection such as least absolute shrinkage and selection operator ("LASSO").

Alternatively, it is possible to fit to "ground truth data", e.g., login data. In some

embodiments, as the system tries different combinations or features, which one leads to

greater precision/recall can be deduced by using a "held out" test data set (where that

feature is not used in construction of the graph).

[0127] Another way of deriving a similarity score for a feature is to analyze data from a

successive comparison of advertising campaigns to consumer feedback using a method

selected from: machine learning; neural networks and other multi-layer perceptrons;

support vector machines; principal components analysis; Bayesian classifiers; Fisher

Discriminants; Linear Discriminants; Maximum Likelihood Estimation; Least squares

estimation; Logistic Regressions; Gaussian Mixture Models; Genetic Algorithms; Simulated

Annealing; Decision Trees; Projective Likelihood; k-Nearest Neighbor; Function Discriminant

Analysis; Predictive Learning via Rule Ensembles; Natural Language Processing, State

Machines; Rule Systems; Probabilistic Models; Expectation-Maximization; and Hidden and

maximum entropy Markov models. Each of these methods can assess the relevance of a

given attribute of a consumer for purposes of suitability for measuring effectiveness of an

advertising campaign, and provide a quantitative weighting of each.

Representation

[0128] To properly assess an entire population of consumers, a large number of nodes

needs to be stored. Additionally, the collection of attributes that represent a node's types

and behaviors can be sizeable. Storing the collection of the large number of attributes for



the nodes is challenging, since the number of nodes can be as many as hundreds of

millions. Storing the data efficiently is also important since the graph computations can be

done most quickly and efficiently if the node data is stored in memory.

[0129] In a preferred embodiment, attributes are represented by sparse vectors. In order

to accomplish such a representation, the union of all possible node attributes for a given

type is stored in a dictionary. Then the type, or behavior, for each node is represented as a

binary sparse vector, where 1 and 0 represent the presence and absence of an attribute,

respectively. Since the number of possible attributes of a given type is very large, most of

the entries will be 0 for a given consumer. Thus it is only necessary to store the addresses

of those attributes that are non zero, and each sparse vector can be stored efficiently,

typically in less than 1/1 00th of the space that would be occupied by the full vector.

[0130] As an example, let the attributes encode the TV programs that a given consumer

has viewed in the last month. The system enumerates all possible TV shows in the

dictionary, which can be up to 100,000 different shows. For each node, whether the

consumer watched the show in the last month is indicated with a 1, and a 0 otherwise.

[0131] If the attributes indicate different income levels, multiple income levels are

enumerated, and a 1 represents that the consumer belongs to a particular income level (and

all other entries are 0).

[0132] Thus for a consumer, i , having an annual income in the range $30,000 - $60,000,

and who has viewed "Top Gear" in the last month, the following is established:

TV_Dictionary = { "Walking Dead", "Game of Thrones", , "Top Gear"}

TV_i = [ 0 , 0 , 1]

TV_i can be stored as simply [4]; only the 4th element of the vector is non-zero. Similarly,

for income:

lncome_Dictionary =

{ <$30,000, $30,000-$60,000, $60,000-$1 00,000, >$1 00,000}



Incomej = [0, 1, 0 , 0]

lncome_i can be stored as simply [2], as only the second element of the vector is non-zero.

[0133] All the attributes of a node, i , can thus be efficiently represented with sparse

vectors. This requires 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less memory than a dense representation.

Graph Construction

[0134] FIGs. 5A and 5B illustrate a flow-chart for steps in construction of a consumer

graph.

[0135] Initially, the graph is a collection of devices, which are mapped to consumers.

Multiple data sources are used to group multiple devices (tablet, mobile, TV, etc.) to a single

consumer. This typically utilizes agglomerative techniques. In order to attribute a single

device (e.g., a Smart TV) to multiple consumers, a refinement technique is used.

[0136] With agglomerative methods, multiple devices can be grouped to a single

consumer (or graph node). Some data sources used for this include, but are not limited to:

IP addresses: multiple devices belonging to same IP address indicates a single

consumer or a household.

Geolocation: multiple devices that are nearby, using latitude and longitude, can be

attributed to a single consumer.

Publisher logins: if the same consumer is logged in from multiple devices, those

devices can be associated with that consumer.

[0137] During this process, the consumer's identity is masked, to obviate privacy

concerns. The result is a single consumer ID that links particular devices together.

[0138] Let P(d_i, d ) be the probability that the two devices, d_i and d , belong to the

same node (consumer, or household). From multiple datasets obtained from different

categories of device, it is possible to construct the probability:



P(cU, d ) =

wJP X P(d_i, d I IP) X w_Geo X P(d_i, d | Geo) X w_Login X P(d_i, d | Login) /

Z

where "X" means "multiply", where w_ are weighting factors, P(d_i, d | Y) is a conditional

probability (the probability of observing device i and device j belong to same user, if Y has

the same value for both, and Z is a normalizing factor. Thus, Y may be an IP address.

(The value of the conditional probability may be 0.80). Each data source gets a different

weighing factor: for example, login data can be weighted higher than IP addresses. The

weights can be fixed, or learned from an independent validation dataset.

[0139] Once multiple devices are grouped to a single node, the Types and Behaviors

from the respective devices are aggregated to the singular node's attributes. For example,

attributes (and the corresponding sparse vectors) from mobile (such as location events),

and desktop (recent purchases) are aggregated. This provides more comprehensive

information for a consumer, permitting more accurate and meaningful inferences for a node

to be made.

[0140] Associating a device with a given consumer is possible due to the data that is

associated with those devices and known to various media conduits. For examples, a

Smart-TV stores location information as well as subscription information about the content

broadcast by it. This information is shared with, and can be obtained from, other entities

such as a cable company. Similarly, a mobile device such as a tablet or smartphone may

be associated with the same (in-home) wifi network as the Smart-TV. Information about the

location is therefore shared with, e.g., the cell-phone carrier, as well as broadcasters of

subscription content to the mobile device. A key aspect of the graph methodology herein is

that it permits consumer information to be linked across different device and media

platforms that have typically been segregated from one another: in particular, the graph

herein is able to link consumer data from online and offline purchasing and viewing sources

with TV viewing data.



[0141] With refinement methods, a single device (for example, a smart TV) can be

associated with multiple consumers (or graph nodes) who, for example, own mobile devices

that are connected to the same wifi network as the smart-TV.

[0142] Given a node, n , to which are assigned multiple devices, the various attributes are

clustered into smaller groups of devices, for example, a TV ID, connected to multiple

devices from a common IP address. The TV viewership data is aggregated along with the

attributes from all the devices. A clustering algorithm, such as k-means clustering, can be

applied to group the devices into smaller clusters. The number of clusters, k , can be set

generally by the number of devices (by default k = # number of devices / 4). Sometimes it is

possible to only collect aggregate data at a household level. For example, there may be as

many as 20 devices in one household. But by using behavioral data, it can be ascertained

that the 20 devices have 4 major clusters, say with 5 devices each, where the clusters

correspond to different individuals within the same household. Thus, although there are two

categories of device (shared and personal), it is still important to attribute behavioral data to

users.

[0143] Once a shared device is attributed to multiple nodes, the data collected from the

device can be attributed to the nodes. For example, TV viewing data from a Smart TV can

be collected from the OEM. Through this attribution, the TV viewing data can be added to

the collection of a node's attributes. Ultimately, a Smart-TV can be attributed to different

persons in the same household.

Lookalike Modeling by Learning Distance Functions

[0144] Given a graph, G(N, E), and a functional form that defines a similarity metric, and

a set of seed nodes, it is possible to generate a set of "lookalike" nodes that are similar to

the seed nodes, where similarity is defined by a function that is fixed, or learned. This is

useful when identifying new consumers who may be interested in the same or similar

content as a group of consumers already known to an advertiser. Similar principles can be

utilized when projecting likely viewing behavior of consumers from historical data on a

population of consumers.



[0145] Seed nodes can be a set of nodes, e.g., household(s) or individual(s), from which

to generate a set of lookalike nodes using a fixed, or learned, similarity metric. For

example, seed nodes can be defined as an audience segment (such as list of users that

saw a specific show for certain). This is useful for determining, for each member of the

audience segment, a list of other audience members who might have similar viewing habits

even if they did not watch exactly the same show as the seeds.

[0146] Given the set of seed nodes in a graph (and their attributes), the output of

lookalike modeling is a set of nodes (that includes the seed nodes) that are similar to the

seed nodes based on the fixed or learned similarity metric.

[0147] Several different vectors can be used in determining look-alike models: One is

the vector of TV programs in total. This vector can be as long as 40k elements. Another

vector is the list of consumers who saw a particular program (e.g., The Simpsons). The

vector of viewers for a given TV program can be as long as 10M elements, because it

contains one element per consumer. Another vector would be a vector of web-sites visited

(say 100k elements long). Still another vector would be based on online videos viewed

(which can also be 100k elements long).

[0148] In general, TV program comparison data accesses a 10M user base. Online data

can identify a potentially much larger audience, such as 150M consumers. It should be

understood that TV data can be accumulated across a variety of TV consumption devices

that include, but are not limited to linear, time-shifted, traditional and programmatic.

[0149] The similarity between 2 distinct nodes can be calculated from their attributes,

represented by sparse vectors. Given a distance function f(N_i, N ) , and a set of seed

nodes, N_S, the pairwise distances between each element of the seed nodes, n in N_S,

and all other nodes other than the seed node, n', are calculated. That is, all quantities f(n,

n') are calculated.

[0150] After calculating all pairwise similarities, only the nodes such that f(n, n') < T are

selected. T is a threshold maximum distance below which the nodes are deemed to be

similar. Alternatively, values of f(n, n') (where n is not n') are ranked in decreasing order,



and the top t node pairs are selected. In either case, T and t are parameters that are preset

(provided to the method), or learned from ground truth or validation data. The set of all

nodes n' that satisfy the criteria above, form the set of "lookalike nodes".

Graph Inference

[0151] Given a graph G(N, E), it is also possible to infer likely attributes of a node, n ,

based on the attributes of its neighbors in the graph. This can be useful when incomplete

information exists for a given consumer but where enough exists from which inferences can

be drawn. For example, TV viewership attributes may be missing for a node n (in general,

there is either positive information if a user did watch a show, or it is unknown whether they

watched it), whereas those attributes are available for neighbor nodes n', n" in the graph.

Nodes n , n', and n" contain all other attributes, such as income level and websites visited.

[0152] In another example, it can be useful to calculate the probability that the consumer

associated with node n would watch the show "Walking Dead", given that n', n" both also

watch "Walking Dead". If the similarity, given by the weight of the edges between n and n',

n", are w', w" = 0.8 and 0.9 respectively, and the likelihood of n watching the show based

on his/her own attributes is 0.9, then the probability is given by:

P(n watches "Walking Dead")

= [0.8 x 0.9 + 0.9 x 0.9] / [0.8 x 0.9 + 0.9 x 0.9 + ( 1 - 0.8 x 0.9) + ( 1 - 0.9 x 0.9)]

= 0.765

[0153] Similar principles can be utilized when projecting likely viewing behavior of

consumers from historical data on a population of consumers.

Accuracy

[0154] The graph is continually refined as new data is received. In one embodiment, a

technique such as machine learning is used to improve the quality of graph over time. This

may be done at periodic intervals, for example at a weekly build stage. It is consistent with

the methods herein that the graph utilized is updated frequently as new consumer data

becomes available. This permits an advertiser to readily adjust its campaign as new data is

received.



[0155] To determine the accuracy of a graph, the precision and recall can be compared

against a validation dataset. The validation dataset is typically a (sub)graph where the

device and node relationships are known with certainty. For example, the login information

from an online network such as eHarmony, indicates when the same user has logged into

the site from different desktops (office, laptop), and mobile devices (smartphone and tablet).

All the devices that are frequently used to login to the site are thus tied to the same

consumer and thereby that individual's graph node. This information can be used to

validate whether the constructed graph ties those devices to the same node.

[0156] If D is the set of devices in the validation set, let Z(D) denote the graph, consisting

of a set of nodes, constructed from the set of devices, D. For different datasets, and

different graph construction methods, it is possible to obtain different results for Z(D).

[0157] For the set Z(D), true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN)

rates can all be calculated. True positives are all nodes in Z(D) that are also nodes in the

validation set. False positives are all nodes in N(D) that do not belong to the set of nodes in

the validation set. False negatives are all nodes that belong to the validation set, but do not

belong to Z(D).

[0158] Precision, defined as TP / (TP + FP), is the fraction of retrieved devices that are

correctly grouped as consumer nodes.

[0159] Recall, defined as TP / (TP + FN), is the fraction of the consumer nodes that are

correctly grouped.

[0160] Depending on the application at hand, there are different tradeoffs between

precision and recall. In the case of constructing a consumer graph, it is preferable to obtain

both high precision and high recall rates that can be used to compare different consumer

graphs.

[0161] The validation dataset must not have been used in the construction of the graph

itself because, by doing so, bias is introduced into the precision and recall values.



Learning the Similarity Metric:

[0162] Another feature of the graph that can be adjusted as more data is introduced is

the underlying similarity metric. Typically, the metric is fixed for long periods of time, say 5 -

10 iterations of the graph, and the metric is not reassessed at the same frequency as the

accuracy.

[0163] In the case where the distance function is not fixed, it is possible to learn the

parameters of a particular distance function, or to choose the best distance function from a

family of such functions. In order to learn the distance function or its parameters, the values

of precision and recall are compared against a validation set.

[0164] Suppose a goal is to predict the lookalike audience segment that are high income

earners, based on the attributes of a seed set of known high income earners. The similarity

of the seed nodes to all other nodes in the graph is calculated for different distance

functions, or parameters of a particular distance function. The distance function uses the

attributes of the nodes, such as online and TV viewership, to calculate the similarities.

[0165] For example, if the distance function is the radial basis function with parameter, s :

f(N_i, N ) = exp( I I A_i - AJ ||^2 / s*2),

then the pairwise distances from the seed nodes to all other nodes, are calculated for

different values of s , using the same threshold distance value, T, to generate the set of

lookalike nodes. For different values of s (the parameter that needs to be learned), the

calculations produce different sets of lookalike nodes, denoted by N_S(s).

[0166] For the set N_S(s), it is possible to calculate true positive (TP), false positive (FP)

and false negative (FN) rates. True positives are all nodes in N_S(s) that also belong to the

target set in the validation set. In this example, all the nodes that are also high income

earners (in ground truth set). False positives are all nodes in N_S(s) that do not belong to

the target set (not high income earners). False positives are all nodes in N_S(s) that do not

belong to the target set (not high income earners). False negatives are all nodes that

belong to the validation set (are high income earners), but do not belong to N_S(s).



[0167] Based on the application, it is possible to require different tradeoffs between

precision and recall. In the case of targeting an audience with an advertisement, a high

recall rate is desired, since the cost of exposure (an advertisement) is low, whereas the cost

of missing a member of a targeted audience is high.

[0168] In the example herein, the aim is to choose the value of s for which both the

precision and recall rates are high from amongst possible values of s . For other types of

distance function, there may be other parameters for which to try to maximize the precision

and recall rates.

[0169] The accuracy of a lookalike model can only be defined for a target audience

segment. For example, it is possible to predict whether a lookalike segment also comprises

high income earners, from a seed set of high income earners using TV viewing and online

behavior datasets. Predictions can be validated using a true set of income levels for the

predicted set of nodes. This gives the accuracy of the predictions. However, the accuracy

of predictions for one segment are not meaningful for a new target segment, such as

whether those same users are also luxury car drivers.

Calculating Deduplicated Reach

[0170] The consumer graph connects a node (consumer) to all the devices that he or she

uses. Thus the graph enables deduplicating the total exposure to an advertisement, to

individuals. For example, if user abc123 has already seen a particular advertisement on

each of his TV, desktop and mobile device, the total deduplicated exposures will count as 1.

This enables the calculation of the following metrics for direct measurement.

[0171] The deduplicated exposed audience is the number of users belonging to the

target audience segment in the consumer graph who were exposed to the advertisement

after deduplication. Then, the direct deduplicated reach is:

Deduplicated Reach = Deduplicated Exposed Audience / Total Audience

[0172] For sampled measurement, this enables the calculation of the deduplicated

exposed sampled audience as the number of sampled users who belong to the target



audience segment who were exposed to the advertisement after deduplication. Then, the

sampled reach is:

Deduplicated Sampled Reach =

Deduplicated Exposed Sampled Audience / Total Sampled Audience

[0173] In the case of modeled measurement data, the ID of the user in the consumer

graph from whom the data was collected is not known. Hence, the reach data cannot be

deduplicated on a one-to-one level.

[0174] Calculation of deduplicated reach can be useful in targeting TV content, if an

advertiser wants to impose a frequency cap on consumers (for example, if the advertiser

doesn't want to show the same advert to the same user, or on the same TV, more than

twice). Deduplicated reach therefore provides a convenient metric by which to optimize the

efficacy of an advertising campaign: for example, by calculating the deduplicated reach

over time, as an advertising campaign is adjusted, improvements can continue to be made

by altering parameters of the campaign such as, for example, consumer demographic, or

time and channel of broadcast of TV content.

[0175] Furthermore, , with consumer data continually being received and utilized, an

advertiser does not have to wait for weeks or months to learn the outcome of a campaign

and decide how to improve a subsequent campaign. The advertiser can optimize its

campaign while it is still ongoing, by, for example, redirecting content away from consumers

who have already been exposed to an advertisement too many times, or redirecting content

away from advertisers who are not responsive.

Calculating Incremental Reach

[0176] On day t , let the deduplicated reach (direct or sampled) be x . The incremental

reach is the additional deduplicated reach after running the campaign. In a cross-screen

environment, this is a useful parameter to calculate if an advertiser wants be able to assess

whether they can extend a 30% reach via TV to say, a 35% reach by extending to mobile

platforms. One caveat is that in direct measurement of, e.g., TV data, the portion of the

sample obtained for smart-TV's is only a subset of the overall data, due to the relatively

small number of smart-TV's currently in the population at large.



[0177] In the case of modeled measurement data such as is obtained from a panel

where the nature of the sample has to be inferred, the ID of the user in the consumer graph

from whom the data was collected is not known. Hence, it is not possible to tell if the same

user has viewed the advertisement in the past. Therefore the incremental deduplicated

reach cannot be calculated for modeled data because devices cannot be associated with

particular users. Since the incremental reach from the sampled measurement, without

deduplication, can be calculated, as described above, the methods herein are superior to

panel-based methods.

Hashing Functions

[0178] FIG. 6 shows the various pieces of data that are utilized in identifying a population

of TV viewers that will be promising targets for an advertiser. As described hereinbelow, an

advertiser can select advertising inventory for purchase based on projected viewer data for

a particular target market.

[0179] Real-time TV data 201 is stored by a OEM provider such as a cable company, or

TiVo. Preferably the TV data includes data from TV, OTT devices, and VOD (such as HBO

Go), of any combination of such sources. This data comprises viewing data 205, which

includes the set of programs viewed on a particular TV, or device where TV content is being

viewed, as well as an IP address for the TV, or the device where TV content is viewed. In

the case of a programmatic TV or a set top box, the viewing data 205 may be associated

with a TV ID 203, which is a device ID specific to a particular device, and distinct from an IP

address. An IP address may be used to link multiple devices within the same household. It

may encompass aspects that denote the brand or other attributes of the device. The TV

ID's 203 and viewing data 205 are provided to an entity such as a demand-side provider for

further manipulations in order to target advertising content. The data can be provided in any

suitable format, for example, via an API.

[0180] The TV IDs, IP addresses, and viewing data are converted into hashed TV IDs

207 that comprise viewing data connected with a given TV. Hashing is important to protect

consumers' privacy and means that key personally identifiable data is masked from further

manipulations such as searching and direct targeting of content. Personally identifiable

data includes IP addresses of particular devices (smart TV's, etc.). Accordingly, once the



system has received data from a Smart-TV, it is obfuscated so that no-one can search on it,

say, by IP address. Thus, in one embodiment of a hash function, the IP address is de-

identified to a hash-ID, so that it can be queried without being able to search by individual

TV. The IP address data can be hashed by an OEM provider before transmission to the

DSP, or by the DSP. A preferred hash function is any 1-way hash function that will be

familiar to those of skill in the art. The hashing process can be carried out by the DSP or it

can be done by the OEM provider.

[0181] A data exchange with a third party data partner such as a DMP provides updated

consumer behavior data 2 11 on a population of consumers from online data sources such

as third party social media data, third party online purchase history, third party back link

history, third party link history, first party acquired cookie data, and other opted in internet

behavior data, which includes, browsing, social media content, purchases. Consumer

behavior data therefore includes information about websites visited, as well as demographic

data on a consumer, such as gender, age, location, and adverts previously viewed.

[01 82] The consumer behavior data is typically aggregated from a number of other

sources such as DMPs, or may be learned over time by the DSP. The consumer behavior

data may contain or is converted to a form that comprises hashed consumer ID tags 221 , in

order to remove individual, personal, identifying information from the data. The data

exchange may be continual or intermittent.

[0183] An additional, or alternative, data exchange with another third party data partner

such as Experian leads to an update of customer segment data (for example, everyone who

bought a particular category of item from a particular store, within a recent timeframe). The

segment data may contain, or is converted to a form that comprises, hashed consumer ID

tags 221 , in order to remove individual, personal, identifying information from the data. The

data exchange with various data partners may be continual or intermittent.

[0184] An additional aspect is shown in FIG. 8 . An optional data feed, which may be

received by the DSP 820, updates first party beacon events 830 (such as from a VAST or

VPAID tag 804 that is triggered when a particular event occurs, such as the consumer clicks

on an advert, or minimizes the window containing the advert on the consumer's device 802).



The beacon events contain hashed consumer ID tags 221 , in order to remove individual,

personal, identifying information from the data. The data feed may be continuous. First

party data can therefore include information known about a particular consumer ID. At 808,

the SSP serves an advert to the device. At 809 the DSP submits a bid price if it decides to

bid on impression, or a "No bid" response, if it decides not to bid. Cookie ID (e.g., from a

consumer's desktop computer) or device ID data 806 is communicated from the device,

through the SSP and to the DSP, where it is matched to consumer ID.

[0185] The hashed user IDs now comprise the set of users connected to a given TV, i.e.,

such as users within a household who may have access to that TV.

[0186] A hashed ID synchronization 223 is then performed between the TV IDs and the

user IDs. This may be performed on a single server, or a multitude of servers. Given that

data on TV viewing habits and consumers themselves is being received continuously, the

synchronization, or matching, should be updated frequently. Thus the process may take

place periodically, or continuously.

[0187] The TV viewing data 205 can then be matched to the hashed User-IDs, during

which the TV IDs are de-identified.

[0188] The matching can be performed in a "sandbox environment", i.e., one that is

isolated, such as on a secure server, and is therefore not queryable, or otherwise accessible

to third parties. The deletion of identifying information such as IP addresses, names and

contact information, can also be performed in a sandbox environment.

[0189] The result of the process is a database that is being updated in real-time, and that

contains aggregated hashed user ID's, each paired with a plurality of behavior and Segment

data, and TV viewing data. This integrated data is made available for use by the DSP to an

advertiser. The integrated data permits an advertiser to identify - and thus to target - a

subset of the population that is defined by a mixture of demographics and viewing habits.

For example, the advertiser can target males in the 18 - 30 age range, living in the Pacific

Northwest, who have watched the TV program, The Simpsons, within the last two weeks.



[0190] Preferably, the fully integrated hashed ID data is stored under various categories

of user that are searchable and made available for selection by advertisers.

[0191] An advertiser that wants to target those users that watch a particular TV show can

find this information out using the hashed user ID. The advertiser can define a subset of

consumers and then find TV content viewed and TV's associated with them. The advertiser

can seek to purchase slots on analog TV via a separate channel from programmatic TV.

[0192] Additionally, an advertiser can make projections of advertising inventory for

purchase based on historical viewer data for a particular target market. This becomes

useful and important where viewing data exists for, e.g., TV series that reach their season

end, or are discontinued. By recognizing patterns in viewer data, such as a characteristic

viewers of a particular show tend to watch other specific shows, an advertiser can target

their advertising content to delivery during the broadcast of other shows that are still being

aired.

Programmatic-TV Bidding

[0193] A SSP (such as WideOrbit, Videa, Clypd) aggregates TV inventory from a plurality

of local TV stations into a common marketplace. DSPs make bids for individual or multiple

TV spots. Unlike RTB (real-time bidding, e.g., utilizing protocol RTB 2.0 - 2.4, see Internet

Advertisers Bureau at www.iab.com/guidelines/real-time-bidding-rtb-project/), which can be

utilized by the technology herein and applies to digital inventory and is such that the

response time to acknowledge a bid is typically fractions of a second (often milliseconds),

the feedback time on a TV bid can be anywhere from a single day to several weeks. Analog

TV bidding is slower than programmatic TV bidding because it is not real-time and not

susceptible to algorithmic implementations.

[0194] Additionally, for programmatic TV bidding, the feedback response can be one of

accept, hold, or decline instead of just a win / loss response. This introduces additional

complexity that current digital bidding solutions are not equipped to handle. A bidding

architecture and method for PTV bidding consistent with the methods and technology herein

is as follows.



[0195] In the PTV marketplace, as illustrated in FIG. 10 , one or more SSP's (SSP1 ,

SSP2, etc.) such as WideOrbit, Videa or Clypd has a programmatic interface to all the TV

supply, from TV stations shown as TV1 ... TV9, and aggregrates that supply. One or more

demand side platforms, shown as DSP1 - DSP3, such as entities that can perform the

methods herein, have previously only used real-time bidder methods (RTB) to make bids on

online inventory, and have accepted that the bidding process on TV inventory takes longer.

[0196] According to the methods herein, the decision to bid on an item of inventory, and

the corresponding bid price, are based on expected performance of certain key

performance indicators (KPIs). In the case of PTV inventory buying, the two main

categories of KPI are "audience reach" and "direct response." KPI's can inform relevant

optimization metrics. Another type of KPI is a gross rating point (GRP), which is one

measure of the success of a campaign. A still further KPI is related to cost. Using methods

herein it is possible to calculate the overall cost per audience member reached with a given

campaign, because the amount budgeted for the campaign is known. In this way, an

advertiser can compare the economic efficiency of various campaigns based on the

effectiveness of targeting, and this KPI can be used to modify or improve upon an

advertising campaign.

[0197] In the category, audience reach, KPIs relate to the exposure of the advertisement

to targeted audience populations, as measured by the reach, or deduplicated reach.

[0198] By contrast, direct response KPIs relate to immediate actions taken by consumers

exposed to an advertisement, such as: website visits (expressed as an average number of

visits to the advertiser's website by users after being exposed to the advert); online

purchases (purchases made in online stores e.g., Amazon.com, by users exposed to the

advertisement); offline purchases (purchases made in physical stores, like a retail store or

grocery store, by users exposed to the advertisement); and location events (the average

number of times the users exposed to the advertisement visited a particular location after

watching the advertisement).



[0199] Bidding on advertising slots based on programmatic TV data depends on targets

set by the advertiser such as a certain minimum GRP, and one or more optimization

metrics; the outcome is a choice of slots, and a bid price.

[0200] Bids are made for a future TV spot (i.e., a slot in a program schedule), and bids

can typically be placed as much as two weeks in advance of that spot being aired. For

special events such as sporting events whose date is known well in advance, bids may be

placed even further ahead of time. Multiple bids can be placed for the same spot on

separate days as a contingency if the bid on a preferred day was unsuccessful. There are

several parameters that define a spot, including: the program title (e.g., The Simpsons),

daypart (a portion of a given day in which the program is broadcast, e.g., Primetime, late

night, which might permit differentiation between screening of new content vs. re-runs), and

the geographical area in which the program is broadcast (e.g. New York designated market

area (DMA)).

[0201] There are two forms of uncertainty in the bidding and feedback process: whether

a bid will be successful, and, if successful, what will be the performance of the

advertisement. This leads to two types of bidding approaches: "exploration" and

"exploitation". A unique aspect of this type of bidding is that there are tradeoffs between the

two types of approach.

[0202] There are three possible outcomes of a bid: Win (success; the bid offer has been

accepted by seller); loss (failure; the bid offer was declined by seller); and "hold" (the seller

has accepted the bid as part of a block or "rotation" of spots / inventory).

[0203] A "hold" is an intermediate outcome for an advertiser. For example, if the

advertiser bid on 2 of the 8 offered spots between 9 and 12 pm, and the seller commits to

playing the ads in 2 of the 8 spots but without specifying which of the particular spots, that is

a "hold".

[0204] Additional feedback can accompany a loss outcome, such as a possibility of

revising and resubmitting the bid but in general, more informative information to the

advertiser is gleaned from a hold.



[0205] This is a unique aspect of bidding on programmatic TV content. If a bid price

wins, that maybe because it was too high. By contrast, a hold means in practice that the

spot is locked and pooled together with other spots of a similar character. For example,

there may be 10 slots available, and an advertiser bids on two of them. The two spots for

which a "hold" is returned will be cleared when the whole block clears. That gives an

advertiser a better idea of what price they can bid and be confident that they will not lose.

For this reason, a hold outcome has more information (and thus a greater reduction in

uncertainty) for an advertiser than a win outcome, since the advertiser can infer the clearing

price for an entire block of spots when the response is a hold. Thus in programmatic TV

bidding, a good heuristic is to aim for a Hold outcome, rather than a Win outcome, a factor

that differentiates it from the digital RTB case.

[0206] In the bidding process, there is uncertainty over whether a bid price for a specific

spot (a defined by program title, daypart, DMA, etc.) will lead to a win, loss, or hold. It is

possible to construct a probability distribution, Π , of the outcome of a bid (win, loss or hold)

for parameters (given by Θ) at a given bid price (P):

n (Outcome = Win / Loss / Hold | Θ, P)

[0207] As a DSP obtains more sample data on outcomes at different bid prices for

specific parameters, the less the uncertainty over the outcome. The probability distribution,

Π , can be refined with Bayesian updating after observing each new data point.

[0208] The other form of uncertainty is how well the advert will perform in the given TV

spot, as measured by audience reach or direct response KPIs. After the advertisement is

served on a spot, by measuring the reach (such as GRPs) or direct response (like website

visits), some aspect of performance can be quantified. Since the performance of a spot is

not repeatable, (it can vary with time), the uncertainty of the spot's performance can be

denoted by, for example: Π (ΚΡΙ = 50 GRPs | Θ) .

[0209] Bayesian updating can be used to depict the uncertainty, which declines as more

data points are observed.



[0210] When bidding on a TV spot, an advertiser wants to set a bid price so that it can

achieve a win or hold outcome, as well as to bid on specific spots at a specific price to

achieve an expected performance (an audience reach or direct response KPI). It is possible

to identify a spot with low uncertainty on expected performance at a price that has a high

probability of win / hold. This is the case for spots where a lot of data is available, and is the

"exploit" scenario. Alternatively, it is possible to pick a spot and a price where there is very

little or no sampled data; by finding a spot that has a high performance and leads to a win

or a hold at low bid prices, it is possible to greatly reduce the uncertainty of the unknown

spot. This is the "explore" scenario.

[021 1] The ability to base bids on a growing body of information about previously

successful (and unsuccessful) bids allows the overall bidding process to me more efficient

for a given advertiser. FIG. 7 illustrates this. From a lot of samples, suppose it is known

that an advertiser can obtain a certain level of GRP's at a particular bid price ($22 in this

example) and at particular values of a set of other variables. That bid price represents a

location in multi-factor space, represented by the dark box in FIG. 7 . In this example, for

convenience of representation, there are three variables (shown on orthogonal axes as

location, daypart, and program name), though in practice there may be more than 3 . The

gray boxes represent information (feedback values, or outcome probabilities) about less

successful bids: if the advertiser can deviate from the optimal bid, the outcome will be close

and the advertisement may give rise to a similar type of performance. This knowledge leads

to reduced uncertainty in the outcome of a bid, and is based on an iterative learning

process. The darker the box in the grid, the more certain the outcome. The values for the

other boxes allow an advertiser to make inferences on the values of similar blocks of

inventory, based on having similar parameters, such as same daypart or same geographic

location.

[0212] The objective of bidding is to maximize the performance metric (audience reach,

or direct response KPIs) at a given price, or to achieve a level of performance for the lowest

cost. Since the performance is uncertain, another spot for which data is not available could

have performed better at a lower cost. Thus in the long term, for the bidder, there is value in

data collection by exploring spots with high uncertainty. This principle is captured by an



exploration bonus parameter, U. The general form of the objective function is given by

equation ( 1 ) :

Value[spot] = ExpectedValue{spot\ + U * Reduction in Uncertainty[spot] (1)

[0213] The expected value of the spot is obtained from the expected performance by

integrating over the uncertainty values. Thus, an exemplary definition of the expected value

is given by equation (2):

ExpectedValue[spot] = ∑ θ P(KPI = (2)

[0214] Here the uncertainty over the value that KPI will equal x for a given

theta. The sum is taken over all values of theta.

[0215] The reduction in uncertainty of the spot can be given by criteria such as the

expected reduction in entropy, or value of information, or information gain, according to

formulae standard in the art.

[0216] An exemplary definition of change in uncertainty is given by equation (3):

AUncertaintyie] = (3)

where the sum is taken over all discretized values of the KPI.

Bidding Algorithm

[0217] An exemplary method of bidding on a Programmatic TV slot, can be expressed as

follows. First, an advertiser sets a target budget, B. In the following, let S denote the set of

all available spots.

i . Enumerate all sets s in S.

ii. Compute the value of set s using Equation (1).

iii. Assign a bid price P(s) to each s , using a prior distribution
P(Outcome = Win / Loss / Hold | s , P(s)).

[0218] The prior distribution can be estimated from rate card data, such as ones provided

by a company such as SQAD (Tarrytown, NY; internet at sqad.com). Certain data providers

specialize in information for TV buying: based on relationships with sources of TV inventory

spots, they supply price ranges for advertising slots.



iv. Enumerate all (non-repeating) combinations of s , and denote each
combination by Θ.

v. Calculate a Score by summing over all values of s in Θ.

vi. Scored = ∑s P(s) P(Outcome = Win / Hold | s , P(s)) P(KPI = x | s)

vii. Choose the Theta with the highest score such that the expected target budget
∑ s P(s) P(Outcome = Win / Hold | s , P(s)) <= B.

[0219] The spots to bid on are the ones in the combination Θ, that maximize the value of

the Score, and whose expected target budget is less than B.

[0220] The expected target budget is calculated by taking into account the probability

that the bid price P(s) will have an outcome of Win or Hold. Essentially, if the average

probability of a Win or Hold outcome is expected to be 0.10, then by bidding on spots with a

total budget of 10B, the advertiser expects to spend a budget of B.

[0221] PTV Bidding different from digital real-time bidding (RTB), which is utilized for

online and other digital applications (for example, as handled by other DSP's), in at least

two ways.

[0222] In RTB, a bid request is broadcast by a supplier for an immediately available

impression. Bidders respond with a maximum bid price, based on the parameters of the bid

request. There is typically a short time window (less than 50 ms) to receive bids. Once all

the bids are accepted, the exchange conducts a second price auction. The winner gets

notified, and all others receive a notification of loss. The uncertainty for the advertiser is

over the probability of obtaining a winning bid at a given price. In some embodiments, a

machine learning system may be used to construct a probability distribution of a win ratio vs.

price to learn the optimal bid price.

[0223] In Programmatic TV bidding, bids are accepted for upcoming spots, up to 14 days

in advance. Instead of a win / loss outcome, bidders receive one of a win, loss or a hold

result. With a loss signal, additional feedback can be provided so that the bidder can revise

and resubmit the bid offer. A machine learning system constructs a probability distribution

of win, hold, and loss rates for different bid prices, and parameters that define a spot. The



probability distribution to be learned is more complex (and has more dimensions) than the

RTB case.

Computational Implementation

[0224] The computer functions for manipulations of advertising campaign data,

advertising inventory, and consumer and device graphs, in representations such as bit-

strings, can be developed by a programmer or a team of programmers skilled in the art.

The functions can be implemented in a number and variety of programming languages,

including, in some cases mixed implementations. For example, the functions as well as

scripting functions can be programmed in functional programming languages such as:

Scala, Golang, and R. Other programming languages may be used for portions of the

implementation, such as Prolog, Pascal, C, C++, Java, Python, VisualBasic, Perl, .Net

languages such as C#, and other equivalent languages not listed herein. The capability of

the technology is not limited by or dependent on the underlying programming language

used for implementation or control of access to the basic functions. Alternatively, the

functionality could be implemented from higher level functions such as tool-kits that rely on

previously developed functions for manipulating mathematical expressions such as bit-

strings and sparse vectors.

[0225] The technology herein can be developed to run with any of the well-known

computer operating systems in use today, as well as others, not listed herein. Those

operating systems include, but are not limited to: Windows (including variants such as

Windows XP, Windows95, Windows2000, Windows Vista, Windows 7 , and Windows 8 ,

Windows Mobile, and Windows 10 , and intermediate updates thereof, available from

Microsoft Corporation); Apple iOS (including variants such as iOS3, iOS4, and iOS5, iOS6,

iOS7, iOS8, and iOS9, and intervening updates to the same); Apple Mac operating systems

such as OS9, OS 10.x (including variants known as "Leopard", "Snow Leopard", "Mountain

Lion", and "Lion"; the UNIX operating system (e.g., Berkeley Standard version); and the

Linux operating system (e.g., available from numerous distributors of free or "open source"

software).

[0226] To the extent that a given implementation relies on other software components,

already implemented, such as functions for manipulating sparse vectors, and functions for



calculating similarity metrics of vectors, those functions can be assumed to be accessible to

a programmer of skill in the art.

[0227] Furthermore, it is to be understood that the executable instructions that cause a

suitably-programmed computer to execute the methods described herein, can be stored and

delivered in any suitable computer-readable format. This can include, but is not limited to, a

portable readable drive, such as a large capacity "hard-drive", or a "pen-drive", such as

connects to a computer's USB port, an internal drive to a computer, and a CD-Rom or an

optical disk. It is further to be understood that while the executable instructions can be

stored on a portable computer-readable medium and delivered in such tangible form to a

purchaser or user, the executable instructions can also be downloaded from a remote

location to the user's computer, such as via an Internet connection which itself may rely in

part on a wireless technology such as WiFi. Such an aspect of the technology does not

imply that the executable instructions take the form of a signal or other non-tangible

embodiment. The executable instructions may also be executed as part of a "virtual

machine" implementation.

[0228] The technology herein is not limited to a particular web browser version or type; it

can be envisaged that the technology can be practiced with one or more of: Safari, Internet

Explorer, Edge, FireFox, Chrome, or Opera, and any version thereof.

Computing apparatus

[0229] An exemplary general-purpose computing apparatus 900 suitable for practicing

the methods described herein is depicted schematically in FIG. 9 .

[0230] The computer system 900 comprises at least one data processing unit (CPU)

922, a memory 938, which will typically include both high speed random access memory as

well as non-volatile memory (such as one or more magnetic disk drives), a user interface

924, one more disks 934, and at least one network or other communication interface

connection 936 for communicating with other computers over a network, including the

Internet, as well as other devices, such as via a high speed networking cable, or a wireless

connection. There may optionally be a firewall 952 between the computer and the Internet.



At least the CPU 922, memory 938, user interface 924, disk 934 and network interface 936,

communicate with one another via at least one communication bus 933.

[0231] CPU 922 may optionally include a vector processor, optimized for manipulating

large vectors of data.

[0232] Memory 938 stores procedures and data, typically including some or all of: an

operating system 940 for providing basic system services; one or more application

programs, such as a parser routine 950, and a compiler (not shown in FIG. 9), a file system

942, one or more databases 944 that store advertising inventory 946, campaign

descriptions 948, and other information, and optionally a floating point coprocessor where

necessary for carrying out high level mathematical operations. The methods of the present

invention may also draw upon functions contained in one or more dynamically linked

libraries, not shown in FIG. 9 , but stored either in memory 938, or on disk 934.

[0233] The database and other routines shown in FIG. 9 as stored in memory 938 may

instead, optionally, be stored on disk 934 where the amount of data in the database is too

great to be efficiently stored in memory 938. The database may also instead, or in part, be

stored on one or more remote computers that communicate with computer system 900

through network interface 936.

[0234] Memory 938 is encoded with instructions for receiving input from one or more

advertisers and for calculating a similarity score for consumers against one another.

Instructions further include programmed instructions for performing one or more of parsing,

calculating a metric, and various statistical analyses. In some embodiments, the sparse

vector themselves are not calculated on the computer 900 but are performed on a different

computer and, e.g., transferred via network interface 936 to computer 900.

[0235] Various implementations of the technology herein can be contemplated,

particularly as performed on computing apparatuses of varying complexity, including,

without limitation, workstations, PC's, laptops, notebooks, tablets, netbooks, and other

mobile computing devices, including cell-phones, mobile phones, wearable devices, and

personal digital assistants. The computing devices can have suitably configured

processors, including, without limitation, graphics processors, vector processors, and math



coprocessors, for running software that carries out the methods herein. In addition, certain

computing functions are typically distributed across more than one computer so that, for

example, one computer accepts input and instructions, and a second or additional

computers receive the instructions via a network connection and carry out the processing at

a remote location, and optionally communicate results or output back to the first computer.

[0236] Control of the computing apparatuses can be via a user interface 924, which may

comprise a display, mouse 926, keyboard 930, and/or other items not shown in FIG. 9 , such

as a track-pad, track-ball, touch-screen, stylus, speech-recognition, gesture-recognition

technology, or other input such as based on a user's eye-movement, or any subcombination

or combination of inputs thereof. Additionally, implementations are configured that permit a

purchaser of advertising inventory to access computer 900 remotely, over a network

connection, and to view inventory via an interface having attributes comparable to interface

924.

[0237] In one embodiment, the computing apparatus can be configured to restrict user

access, such as by scanning a QR-code, gesture recognition, biometric data input, or

password input.

[0238] The manner of operation of the technology, when reduced to an embodiment as

one or more software modules, functions, or subroutines, can be in a batch-mode - as on a

stored database of inventory and consumer data, processed in batches, or by interaction

with a user who inputs specific instructions for a single advertising campaign.

[0239] The results of matching advertising inventory to criteria for an advertising

campaign, as created by the technology herein, can be displayed in tangible form, such as

on one or more computer displays, such as a monitor, laptop display, or the screen of a

tablet, notebook, netbook, or cellular phone. The results can further be printed to paper

form, stored as electronic files in a format for saving on a computer-readable medium or for

transferring or sharing between computers, or projected onto a screen of an auditorium such

as during a presentation.

[0240] ToolKit: The technology herein can be implemented in a manner that gives a user

(such as a purchaser of advertising inventory) access to, and control over, basic functions



that provide key elements of advertising campaign management. Certain default settings

can be built in to a computer-implementation, but the user can be given as much choice as

possible over the features that are used in assigning inventory, thereby permitting a user to

remove certain features from consideration or adjust their weightings, as applicable.

[0241] The toolkit can be operated via scripting tools, as well as or instead of a graphical

user interface that offers touch-screen selection, and/or menu pull-downs, as applicable to

the sophistication of the user. The manner of access to the underlying tools by a user is not

in any way a limitation on the technology's novelty, inventiveness, or utility.

[0242] Accordingly, the methods herein may be implemented on or across one or more

computing apparatuses having processors configured to execute the methods, and encoded

as executable instructions in computer readable media.

[0243] For example, the technology herein includes computer readable media encoded

with instructions for executing a method for targeting a population of TV viewers to which to

deliver advertising content, the instructions including: instructions for receiving

programmatic TV data for a first population of consumers; instructions for de-identifying the

IP address for each TV, and for creating a hash-ID for each TV that is associated with each

consumer in the first population of consumers; instructions for associating the hash-ID for

each TV with a consumer identifier in a graph of consumer data, instructions for constructing

a graph of consumer data from online behavioral and demographic data on a second

population of consumers; instructions for identifying one or more slots of TV advertising

inventory based on one or more demographic factors of consumers in the second

population of consumers and the list of TV viewing data associated with those consumers;

instructions for purchasing a slot of TV advertising inventory relevant to the second

population of consumers; and instructions for communicating with a media conduit to deliver

an item of advertising content to the second population of consumers in the one or more

slots of inventory.

[0244] Correspondingly, the technology herein also includes a computing apparatus

having at least one processor configured to execute instructions for implementing a method

for targeting a population of TV viewers to which to deliver advertising content, the



instructions including: instructions for receiving programmatic TV data for a first population

of consumers; instructions for de-identifying the IP address for each TV, and for creating a

hash-ID for each TV that is associated with each consumer in the first population of

consumers; instructions for associating the hash-ID for each TV with a consumer identifier in

a graph of consumer data, instructions for constructing a graph of consumer data from

online behavioral and demographic data on a second population of consumers; instructions

for identifying one or more slots of TV advertising inventory based on one or more

demographic factors of consumers in the second population of consumers and the list of TV

viewing data associated with those consumers; instructions for purchasing a slot of TV

advertising inventory relevant to the second population of consumers; and instructions for

communicating with a media conduit to deliver an item of advertising content to the second

population of consumers in the one or more slots of inventory.

[0245] Furthermore, the technology herein includes a computing apparatus configured to

execute instructions for bidding on programmatic TV content, as well as computer readable

media encoded with instructions for carrying out programmatic TV bidding.

Cloud Computing

[0246] The methods herein can be implemented to run in the "cloud." Thus the

processes that one or more computer processors execute to carry out the computer-based

methods herein do not need to be carried out by a single computing machine or apparatus.

Processes and calculations can be distributed amongst multiple processors in one or more

datacenters that are physically situated in different locations from one another. Data is

exchanged with the various processors using network connections such as the Internet.

Preferably, security protocols such as encryption are utilized to minimize the possibility that

consumer data can be compromised. Calculations that are performed across one or more

locations remote from an entity such as a DSP include calculation of consumer and device

graphs, and updates to the same.



EXAMPLES

Example : identification hashing in the autonomous indexing of TV advertising with
market segments

[0247] An embodiment has been implemented employing apparatus and processes as

described elsewhere herein.

[0248] An online user-interface is provided to advertising inventory buyers. From the

user-interface, buyers choose from a list of available target market segments, such as, for

example, women between the ages of 17 and 28 who would like to make a car purchase.

Market segment selections can be made broad or narrow, such that the inventory buyer can

select from a number of possible combinations.

[0249] The target audience segments are an aggregated view of various online

consumption behavior. The targeted market segment categories are derived from online

data sources such as third party social media data, third party online purchase history, third

party back link history, third party link history, first party acquired cookie data, and other

opted in internet behavior data, which includes, browsing, social media content, purchases.

The end-user platform intakes the data from a plurality of third party sources, including a

variety of DMP partners who have independently collected and integrated the data. The

platform performs server to server cookie syncing and mapping to existing data in the

platform's servers, which includes a plurality of third party sources as well as first party

collected beacon data. Once integrated, the data is mapped to TV/OTT/VOD viewership

data, which may contain identifying IP addresses. In a sandbox environment, the

TV/OTT/VOD viewership data is mapped to an assortment of hashed ID data and is

immediately de-identified via a process of autonomous IP address deletion. IP address

data is autonomously discarded, leaving only the hashed ID paired with viewership

metadata.

[0250] In one example application, a platform user selects market segments by choosing

the following criteria: males 18-34 who have interest in BMWs, people who eat Cheerios,

people who are both 18-34 and eat Cheerios; people who are male 18-34 who do not eat

Cheerios; or any other logical combination thereof. The system operates a search that

returns a list of hashed consumer IDs correlating to a plurality of third party and first party



consumer behavior data specific to the hashed consumer ID. The end-user is protected

from exposure to identifying consumer information, such as IP addresses, name or contact

information.

[0251] Once the user has submitted market segment selections, a backend process is

provided. The selected market segments are autonomously paired with hashed IDs

corresponding to actual online users that meet the user-selected criteria. The hashed IDs

represent IP addresses, mobile devices, social media accounts, and other uniquely

identified media mediums that have been collected and tagged by the platform.

[0252] The end-user system contains a library of market segment categories that is

continuously updated with new market segment information as third party data is integrated

in real-time. The real-time data integration permits the end-user to select market segments

accurately gauge and predict future consumer behavior. As new third party data is

integrated, the end-user system provides a unique anonymous end-user ID for that

individual, for example: #WHFKCNJ1 64829DHAHH17, is provided to a media consumer

that is being added for the first time into the end-user library.

[0253] In a parallel process, the platform continuously aggregates user media

consumption behavior across devices and compiles the behavior by unique consumer IDs.

For example, the platform intakes third-party data from a social media provider such as

Nielsen or Exelate and pairs identifying information from other third party platforms such as

Television VOD, and e-commerce websites and the like. The platform runs a normalization

algorithm that aggregates data under unique consumer IDs such that a single user ID has

online behavior from a plurality of third party platforms tagged with the unique ID.

[0254] The platform continuously normalizes incoming data with unique consumer IDs.

The aggregated data, now tagged with unique consumer IDs, is available to end-user

advertising inventory system.

[0255] The end-user advertising inventory system intakes new consumer data with

consumer IDs, and continuously pairs the consumer IDs with its internal hashed IDs. The

end-user inventory buyer and the platform provider is masked from using identifying

information when making target market selections.



[0256] The platform provider may make a variety of end-user accounts available with

unique logins, user-dashboards, user-controls, privacy settings and the like.

[0257] All references cited herein are incorporated by reference in their entireties.

[0258] The foregoing description is intended to illustrate various aspects of the instant

technology. It is not intended that the examples presented herein limit the scope of the

appended claims. The invention now being fully described, it will be apparent to one of

ordinary skill in the art that many changes and modifications can be made thereto without

departing from the spirit or scope of the appended claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method for targeting a population of TV viewers to which to deliver advertising

content, the method comprising:

receiving programmatic TV data for a first population of consumers, wherein the

programmatic TV data comprises at least one IP address and a list of TV viewing

data for each TV accessible to a consumer in the first population of consumers;

de-identifying the IP address for each TV, thereby creating a hash-ID for each TV

that is associated with each consumer in the first population of consumers;

associating the hash-ID for each TV with a consumer identifier in a graph of

consumer data, wherein the graph of consumer data is constructed from online

behavioral and demographic data on a second population of consumers;

identifying one or more slots of TV advertising inventory based on one or more

demographic factors of consumers in the second population of consumers and the

list of TV viewing data associated with those consumers;

purchasing a slot of TV advertising inventory relevant to the second population of

consumers; and

instructing a media conduit to deliver an item of advertising content to the second

population of consumers in the one or more slots of inventory.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the TV data comprises programmatic TV data.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the purchasing comprises bidding on inventory, such

as by real-time bidding, or by bidding on programmatic TV content.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

presenting, via a browser or web-enabled interface, a market segment selection form

permitting an advertiser to select from a variety of market segment categories.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the consumer data comprises transmutable and non-

transmutable data.



6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

predicting, via a machine learning process, inventory slots for market segments.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the de-identifying uses a one-way hash function.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein the slot of TV advertising inventory that is purchased

is delivered on a programmatic TV or on an analog TV.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 06 December 2016 (06.12.2016)

1. A method for targeting a population of TV viewers to which to deliver advertising

content, the method comprising:

receiving TV data for a first population of consumers, wherein the TV data comprises

at least one IP address and a list of TV viewing data for each TV accessible to a

consumer in the first population of consumers;

de-identifying the IP address for each TV, thereby creating a hash-ID for each TV

that is associated with each consumer in the first population of consumers;

associating the hash-ID for each TV with a consumer identifier in a graph of

consumer data, wherein the graph of consumer data is constructed from online

behavioral and demographic data on a second population of consumers;

identifying one or more slots of TV advertising inventory based on one or more

demographic factors of consumers in the second population of consumers and the

list of TV viewing data associated with those consumers;

purchasing a slot of TV advertising inventory relevant to the second population of

consumers; and

instructing a media conduit to deliver an item of advertising content to the second

population of consumers in the one or more slots of inventory.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the TV data comprises programmatic TV data.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the purchasing comprises bidding on inventory, such

as by real-time bidding, or by bidding on programmatic TV content.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

presenting, via a browser or web-enabled interface, a market segment selection form

permitting an advertiser to select from a variety of market segment categories.



5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the consumer data comprises transmutable and non-

transmutable data.

6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

predicting, via a machine learning process, inventory slots for market segments.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the de-identifying uses a one-way hash function.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein the slot of TV advertising inventory that is purchased

is delivered on a programmatic TV or on an analog TV.



STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19(1)

The amendment herein is to remove a limitation from claim 1, wherein the scope

of the broadened claim is fully supported by the specification and drawings of the

application as filed. As such the amendment has no impact on the description and

drawings and does not go beyond the disclosure of the international application as filed.

If re-publication of the international application is warranted in light of the enclosed

amendment, Applicant hereby requests it.

If the International Bureau requires any additional information or documents,

please contact the undersigned at the telephone number indicated below.
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